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PREFACE

This guide is designed for teachers and researchers

interested in studying the composing process. Until

recently, composing was considered a mysterious activity.

The particular behaviors people exhibited and the strate-

gies they used while writing were not thought to be amen --

able to study. Now with new research methods, the process

of composing is coming under careful scrutiny.

As increasing numbers of scholars turn their attention

toward composing, case studies and research reports abound.

It is my hope that this manual will be used to help sys-

tematize the efforts of scholars in the field by intro-

ducing a method of analysis that can be - applied to data

from a range of different cases. Then as we continue to

conduct case studies of individual writers, we may be able

to derive theories of composing from the regularities we

have observed and documented in human behavior.

I hope as well that this guide will be used by teach-

ers interested in bringing writing research into the

classroom. Using the method described here, it will be

possible for teachers to show students how to describe and

analyze their own writing processes. In addition, students

with writing problems may be able to discover what in their

writing process has led them 'astray.

3.
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The goal of my work is to make the composing process a

palpable part of any course or any research on writing. It

may at first appear that analyzing the composing process is

a bit like jkssecting'a corpse. Why spend time analyzing

something whose life is already over? Yet like time-lapse

photography or instant replay, much can be gained by

reviewing what we do. By reviewing how we compose, we can,

I believe, inform ourselves more deeply of the subtleties,

the richness, and the fluid quality inherent in composing.

I want to thank the many friends and colleagues wbo

have enabled my work to reach this point. In particular I

want to thank six people whose support helped me produce

this manual: the late Gilbert Voyat, who helped me under-

stand the concept of underlying structure and aided me in

the of the compos4ng style sheets; Gordon

Pradl, who guided my writing and responded when I needed

encouragement; Marcia Farr, who sponsored this project and

displayed continuing faith and patience, knowing that I

would complete it; Trika Smith-Burke, who also saw this

project begin and cared enough to see that it cu4ninated in

publication; Steve Cahir, who shepherded the manuscript

throughout the offices of the government; and Arthur

Egendorf, my husband, whose excitement for this project

kept mine alive and whose inquiring mind, as always,

challenged mine.

Sondra Perl
January, 1984
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Chapter I

STUDYING THE WRITING PROCESS

Any psychological process, whether the develop-
ment of thought or voluntary behavior, is A
process undergoing changes right before one's
eyes. . . . Under certain conditions it becomes
possible to trace this development.

L. S. Vygotsky, Mind in Society

Composing is a process. It -occurs whenever we, as

writers, create meaning, whenever we give birth to and

shape our ideas; Observing this process can be a fasci-

nating experience for it provides us with an opportunity to

see the creative process at work. This process may always

be more complex than any models we construct or any words

we use to describe it. Undoubtedly, it will continue to

defy our efforts to pin it down. Yet watching what hap-

pens, taking time to observe as our ideas or our thoughts

.t
come into existence, is itself a way of facilitating the

process. We understand more fully how to write when we

understand more fully how our own processes work, and when

we begin to understand our on processes, we are in a

better position to help others master theirs.

I have devised this manual as a means of enabling

teachers and students to discover the workings of their

individual composing processes. I do not assume that all

people compose in the same way or that there is one correct
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way to compose. Neither do I assume that composing is a

series of rands.., experiences which some of us are lucky

enough to have and others are not. Rather, the view I have

developed through my research and teaching can be sum-

marized by the following four propositions:

1. All of us, teachers and students alike, hive
systematic composing processes;

9 These processes may appear on the surface to be
radically different from one another;

3. Beneath what appear to be the idiosyncracies of
our individual processes lies an even more
fundamental process; and

4. Learning how to work with and develop that funda-°
mental process will enable us to write with
greater ease and satisfaction.

I arrived at these notions after coding the composing

tapes of many writers. Initially my goal was to describe

what writers did moment by moment as they were engaged in

the act of writing. While conducting the research, I

discovered that what at first looked like individual styles

were actually shared patterns. The discovery of patterns

led me to ask questions about the nature of thee composing

process in general and to return to the data I had col-

lected for further analysis. Building from case to case, I

began to see a common pattern in the composing processes of

many different writers.

I will return to this perception and the notion of a

fundamental composing process in Chapter V. For now, I

invite you to work your way through this manual, learning

8
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how to use the coding scheme and how to apply it in your

own classroom or research setting. Having done so, you may

find, as I did, that the coding process outlined here will

enable you to make further discoveries about the composing

process.

The Purpose of the Coding Scheme

This scheme has been devised to assist in answering

the question, "How do writers compose?" It is a "process

measure," a way of depicting what writers do as they write

moment by moment. As such it is descriptive; it is a

method for portraying composing behaviors as they emerge in

sequence.

Usually if we ask people, "How do you write?" their

answer is, "I don't know" or "I guess I plan a bit and then

start." If we ask people to write and then immediately ask

them to describe their composing process by posing the

question, "How did you go about writing what you just

wrote?" their answers become a little more specific. For

instance, a writer might say, "Well, I thought about the

topic:, then I got a picture in my mind of something that

happened to me that was related to the topic and then I

began to write."

Unfortunately, there is a problem with this answer:

it is not very informative. What does it mean when someone

says, "I got a picture in my mind"? When did this picture
.

occur? How long did it last? Did the writer return to

this picture during writing or did the picture change as
i

G. d
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the writing progressed? These and many other questions

come to mind when we begin thinking about how the process

of deve]oping, shaping' and creating meaning occurs.

There is aS'well a second problem with the usual

retrospective and subjective answer to the question, "How

did you go about witting what you just :rote?" That we say

about how we do something and what wd actually do may

differ: Thus we may not even be able to trust our own

descriptions of the process. And if we can't trust our own

descriptions, how are we to learn anything about composing?

The scheme described An the following chapters his.

been devised to surmount these objections by allowing us to

observe the composing process as it unfolds. It allows us

to record exactly what is gding on while it is occurring

and then to return to the data for analysis. It provides

writers who think' they "don't know how to write" with an

opportunityto see that they do have a process all their

own. It offers writers who think they know a lot about

their -own proceSs an opportunity to check their percep-

tions about themselves. Often the results are surprising.

This scheme is not designed to teach people how to

compose but to grasp what they already do while composing.

In using this approach, some people have discovered things

they do during composing that inhibit the process. Others

have seen the possibility of using this approach in studies

comparing the writing processes of skilled writers with
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those who are less skilled. While the coding scheme lends

itself to these various uses, it is, in itself, a neutral,

descriptive tool, not an evaluative one.

Background

I developed the coding scheniv between 1975 and 1978 as

part of my doctoral dissertation on the composing processes

of 'unskilled college writers (Perl, 1978). Since Lilat. time

I have-TEUfht it- to college students, graduate students and

English teach^-s and modified it to reflect their comments.

The scheme involves four procedures which will *be

explained in detail in Chapter III:

1. Teaching writers how to compose aloud;

2. Taping the composing aloud sessions;

3. Coding the tapes onto composing sheets;

4. Analyzing the composing style sheets.

My overall goal has been to devise a tool that would

describe the movements that occur during composing in a

simple, direct manner. More specifically my interest has-
.

been to discover how the various components of the compos-

ing process are related. For example, I was not only

interested in the,fact that writers rehearse and revise but

also in the ways that rehearsing and revising are inter-

twined throughout the entire process.

One of the challenging analytic problems I came upon

was that to study the relation among various sub-processes,

11
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I needed to see both the parts of the process and the whole

process at the same time. Narratives that _described "First

the writer pianned for 15 seconds, then the writer read tfie.

. ." proved to be both lengthy and cumbersome. Thus

to provide both the overview and the specificity together,

I devised what I call the composing style sheet, a graphic

portrayal of how someone wrote during an entire session,

summarized on a page or two.

The composing style sheet offers teachers and re-

searchers a way of viewing an entire composing sequence at

a glance. It can be thought of as a kind of relief map:

both particular detail and general outlines can be seen at

once. Its advantages are as follows:

1. It is concise: it reduces a lengthy composing
tape to a chart.

2. It is standardized: it introduces a coding
system that can be replicated.

3. It is categorical: it sorts specific, observable
behaviors into defined categories, which makes it
possible to discern regularities and patterns
within and across cases.

4. It is -structural: it provides a way of determin-
ing how parts of the process relate to the whole.

5. It is diachronic: it presents the sequences of
movements tilt occur during composing as they
unfold in tine.

The composing style sheets have been created as a

means of viewing what people do as they compose. It is

important to remember that much that goes on inside the

mind of the writer is never spoken or recorded on tape

.12
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during a composing aloud session; as a result, this schepe

can .only capture part of theprocess. Teachers and

researchers sensitive to this fact will find the charts a

powerful tool for describing what is appafent during

composing and for pointing towards those aspects of com-

posing that are not so readily apparent.

As a' further qualification, it is important to note

that the Categories for coding writing behaviors outlined

in Chapttr II' were derived from tap'es of unskilled college

writers -and revised in the light of tapes made by skilled

college writers and skilled adult writers. There is no way

to knoW, how well these categories will fit for beginning

writers, acioleicents or other groups of writers. While it
0 .

is likely ,that many of the categories or constituents will

be relevant, I encourage other teachers and researchers to

rework or add to them as needed.

How to Use This Manual

#A

This manual can be used in classrooms,, in waiting labs

and in research studies. How strictly you stick to the,

procedures outlined in the following chapters is a matter

of preference and need. Teachers interested in exploring.
..

with their students the general concept of the composing

process, need npt use every category or code. In fact; many

k
students may benefit from hearing a composing tape without

ever learni:I how to code it. Researchers, on the other
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hand, will definitely need-to use the functional categories

defined in Chapter III and to try them out with their own

research subjects °to see if they are applicable.

The best advice for people interested An' using the

manual is to practice the composing aloud and coding

techniques a few times before instructing others to use

them. Over the past few years, I have found that the

following steps work well:

1. Either stop what you are doing right now or take
slime time over the next few days and woite some-
thing without using composing aloud procedures.
Here it is best, if you use whatever method or
technique yo'i would normally use. You may .begin
without a topic by jotting down whatever comes to
your mind or you may prefer to write on one of the
topics suggested below. If, in fact, you have
writing to do for your job, you can do that, or
you can compose something personal, perhaps a
journal entry. Whatever the topic, spend some
time working on a piece of writing over the next
few days. It is best if you do this before you
read Chapters.III, IV and V:

If you are not sure what to write, you might
consider writing a response to one of the follow-
ing questions:

A. _What's important to me about writing?
B. What do I remember about being taught to

write?
C. Why amI reading this composing guide?

After having written something, make some notes on
That you observe about your $wn composing p.ocess;
these notes can include how you felt about writ-
ing, what you noticed about your environment, what
you noticed about your own process, whether you
stopped to reread or edit while writing, how yoil
began, etc.

Once you have finished, set your notes aside.
They will provide you with baseline data to
which you can return after completing the next
steps.



2. Read through the manual.

3. Using a tape recorder, practice composing aldud.

4. Make a composing aloud tape cn a topic of your'own
choice, possibly something similar to what'you
wrote in step #1. i

5. Code the tape according to the method outlined in
Chapter III.

6. Analyze your composing style sheet to determine
whether the data confirm your opinion of yourself
as a writer or whether they provide you with any
new perceptions concerning the nature of your own
composing process. Here it is useful to refer to
the notes you made in step #1.

7. Note any difficulties you have with composing
aloud or with coding your verbal statements.

8. Practice these procedures so that you will' be able
to use your own experience to answer questions
about the process of composing aloud and the
method used for Constructing the composing style
sheets.

It should be apparent that a few composing tapes and a

few style sheets will not pi.)vide you with definitive

descriptions of the composing process; exhaustive descrip-

tions require the collection and analysis of a much larger
,

data base, including writing done on a variety, of topics
//I

/ :

over a greater time span, with and without composing

aloud techniques. However, the value of practicing the

procedures cannot be undeiestimated. Once you have experi-

mented with the process yourself, you are in a much better

position to help others work through it. Once you are

comfortable with the method, you can use it in a number

of classroom nr research settings. Below I suggest some

possible applications.

15

,
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In Classrooms
!

.

1. To model the teacher's composing process for
students.

Teachers can make a tape of their own composing
process and play it for the class. Students can
be asked to analyze the composing behaviors used
by the teacher.

2. To demonstrate how particular students write.

Students ¢an be asked to make tapes of their
composing'processes and to share them with the
class or with a small group. Variations in
composing techniques used by different students
can be discussed.

3. To sharpen awareness of the composing process.

Students can be asked to listen to a particular
taped sequence and to devise' their own codes.
Here it would be important to- look at how students
formulate descriptions of what is going on and how
they distinguish one behavior from pother.

Students can also be asked to study the develop-
ment of the composing process over the course of a
semester or a year. They can be asked to do a
case study of themselves or of someone else and to
document whatever changes occur in the process
over time. This type of assignment works well in
university-level (undergraduate and graduate)
English or education courses to provide prospec-
tive or current teachers with a deeper under-
standing of composing. -I

In Writing Laboratories

1. To aid in diagnosis and development.

When students come to a writing lab, they can
be asked to compose aloud. Their initial tapes
can serve as an important source of information.

This is particularly of ective if tutors or lab
instructors listen to t e tape and read the stu-
dent's written produc at the same time. As
students work in the lab, early tapes can be

lb

16
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compared with later ones as a means of determining
whether any part of the student's composilg
process has changed.

2. To make writing labs a place where the process of
writing is given as much attention as the product.

t.

Once students coming to the lab for assist,_nce
make a tape, tutors and students can listen to the
tape together, discussing which of the students'
strategies seem to be helpful and which seem to be
a hindrance.

3. To aid in the training of tutors.

.
Tutors can be asked to compose aloud and analyze
their own composing processes. Observations and
tapes can be shared among a group of tutors,
creating a stock of demonstra0.on tapes and
contributing to the tutors'knowledge of the
composing process.

In Research Studies

1. To serve as a tool in the description of different
types of writers.

Students who are considered skilled writers and
those who are considered less skilled '.an be
asked to compose aloud on the same topic. Their
composing tapes can be analyzed in an attempt to
see whether differences in the ray they compose
might account for differences in their written
products.

.

2. To help pinpoint the differences in ttid composing
processes of writers of different ages.

A group of writers of different ages, for example,
young children, adolescents, high school and
college students, and adults, can be asked to
compose aloud either on a general topic suggested
by the researcher or on topics of their own
choosing. The composing strategies used by
different age groups can be described.

3. To document the changes in individual writers over
time.
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Longitudinal studies bf a group of writers can be
done in which a composing tape is collected every
few months for a period of years. Changes over
time may reflect a developmOntal sequence in
composing.

4. To study how a particular topic or form of dis-
course affects the composing process.

A group of writers can be askd to compose on a
variety of topics for a varlet* of audiences. Of
interest here would be whether particular topic,
form of distourse or audience e icits a particular
kind of composing sequence, , Nether a writer's
process is, for example, mo e fluent in some
forms and for some audiences than for others; of
interest, too, would be whether topics of the
writer's own choosing produce a different process
from that produced by topi s imposed by the
researcher.

5. To study how the environment
process.

fects the composing

A group of writers can be asked to compose under

tj

very different conditions in order to determine
what effect, if any, the sett ng, time of day and
amount of noise have on the

6. To study the effects of p rticular teaching
strategies.

Students can be asked to Lompose aloud on a
particular topic before an after a particular
classroom technique is introd ced. Changes in th'
composing process as well! as in tbp written
product can be analyzed.

elGeneral Questicns Answered by the Sch me

Whether you are a student, a r searcher, a tutor, a

lab coordinator, a teacher, or wheth r you assume a few of

these roles, you will need to mak decisions about the

amount of detail included in your s udy and bow carefully

you will follow the outlined procedu res. Yet, whether you

[use the scheme as described or whether you intend to alter
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some of the procedures, you can use this method to help

arrive at answers to the following questions:

1. How do writers write?

2. What procedures or strategies do they use while
writing?

'I

3. Do these procidures or strategies vary according
to the form of discourse, the point of view or
the topic? If so, how do they vary?

4. Do these procedures vary according to the
aud44nce for a given topic or,form of discourse?
If so, how?

5. Do these procedures vary according to whether or
not writers choose their own topics?

6. How does planning occur?

7. What planning strategies do writers seem to use?
Do these vary according to the form of discourse,
point of view, topic or audience?

8. When and where does planning occur most frequent-
ly? Does planning occur throughout the process
)f writing?

9. What happens before the actual,"physical" act of
writing begins? Before the pen is brought to the
page?

10. How do writers rehearse? Do they have consistent
strategies for rehearsal? .:

11. How do writers move from rehearsingto drafting?

12. Does rehearsal continue throughout the process of
drafting? How?

13. What is the place e pausing, of hesitation, of
silence in the process?

14. How
,
often and for how long do writers pause?

r.

15. Do pauses occur more frequently during the writ-
ing of sentences or between sentences?

16. What Is the unit of discourse after which writers.
pause most? What is the unit of discourse before
which writers pause most?

19
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17. What patterns of backward and forward movement
can be observed?

18. Can patterns of reading be determined?

19. How often do writers reread what they have
written?

20. What sorts of miscues occur during writing? In
other words, what sorts of mismatches do writers
make when they read their own writing?

21. What is the role of editing in the composing
process? What types of editing changes do
writers make?

22. When does editing occur? During the writing of
sentences? After sentences have been completed?
At the end of the process?

23. How frequently does editing enter the process?
How long does each editing operation take?

24. What is the seeming effect of editing on the
process?

25. How do revision and reformulation proceed?

26. What behaviors are discernable in moving from
initial to subsequent drafts?

27. At what point do aesthetic or stylistic changes
occur, if at all?

28. What rules or principles do writers.call on to
guide them in making revisions?

29. At what point and in what ways is composing
concluded?

30. With any or several of these questions, how do
the relevant factors vary with respect to age,
skill level, form of discourse, nature of
assignment, setting, audience and so on?

20
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Chapter II

DEVELOPING NEW TECHNIQUES

Given the sheer number of assumptions, theo'ries,
methods, and questions relevant to composing,

uachieving a better understanding of oUr field
will be difficult. We will have to raise ques-
tions that heretofore have seemed unaskable; we
will have to devise new procedures for obtainihg
answers; and we will have to be patient and allow
these new techniques time to-yield the answers we
seek.

C. Cooper and L. Odell
Research on Composing

In 1969, Janet Emig asked what then seemed an "unask-

able" question: How do 12th graders write? And she

employed a new procedure to answer that question:

-technique called "composing aloud." Now, for

a half decades, many researchers have asked

questions:

%

How do children, write? What strategies
use? (Graves, 1973)

What cognitive processes do adults use
write? (Flower and Hayes, 1978)

a

One and

similar

do they

as they

How do unskilled college writers write and can we
develop a method for analyzing their writing
processes? (Pert, 1978)

What differences can be discerned among the re-
vising strategies of college freshmen and adult
professional writers? (Sommers, 1978)

How is pausing tempo related to different forms of
discourse? (Matsuhashi, 1980)

What is the range of revising strategies used by a
representative sample of 12th grade writers?
(Bridwell, 1980)
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How do students suffering from "writer's block"
work through the composing process? (Rose, 1981)

What composing processes are used by adults who
write as a regular part of their daily work in
non-academic settings? (Odell and Goswami, 1981) ..------/°

Like Emig, these researchers have devised methods and/

procedures to help them arrive at answers to the questions

they have posed. In this chapter I will review some of the

methods currently biing employed by these researchers and

will conclude with a description of the approach that forms

the basis of the coding procedures used here, "composing

aloud."

Methods of Observing the Composing Process

,Those who study the composing process generally agree

that in order to understand how a process develops, it

,,is important to watch that process as it unfolds. The

researcher's task is difficult because some writers neither

like nor want to be watched and those who do not mind still

compose silently. If, as researchers, we want to capture

more than the physical manifestation of writing (i.e., the

band moving and the words appearing on the page), we have

to intrude and to find a way of making visible an aspect of

writing that is usually hidden: the writer's process of

thinking, formulating, and creating.

Choosing an appropriate method for studying the

composing process means that we must establish a bal-

ante between our goals as researchers and the amount of

22
. -

0 . 4.-:,*
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intrusiveness we will allow in order to achieve those

goals. Several methods currently under use are described

below.

Observation with No Interruption of
the Process

t.

In this approach, researchers or teachers,either sit

4eside writers and watch what they do, recording their

observations in field notes, or they use videotape equip-

ment to record what writers are doing while in the process

of writing.

These two methods are the least intrusive ;or gather-

ing data. Their advantage is that they do not require

writers to do anything they would not normally do during

composing and thus they create only minimal interference.

However, the observers and the videotape equipment are

themselves added constraints which writers must learn to

accustom themselves to. While unobtrusive, the weakness of

these methods is that they.provide no data on the writer's

mental processes or those decisions made thrbUghout the

process that cannot be inferred froma study of the test or

reconstructed during an interview after the process is

over.

Both of these approaches--direct observation and

videotaping--have been used by Graves, Calkins, and Sowers

at the University of New Hampshire in their observations of

children's writing processes (Graves, 1979). Videotapes
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have been used by Matsuhashi (1980), Pianko (1979) and Rose

(1981) in their. respective studies of the composing

processes of 12th graders, college freshmen, and college
1.

undergraduates with writer's block. Observing writers at

work and recording-what is seen is also the approach used

b! the increasing number of ethnographers studying the

teaching and learning of writing in the context of the

classroom and the community (Florio, 1978; Perl, 1981;

Wilson Nelson, 1980; Woods-Elliott, 1981).

Observation with Occasional Prods

In this approach, observers sit beside writers, wait

for "natural" breaks in the flow of composing add then ask,

"What are you thinking now?" This procedure can also be

done without waiting for breaks in the process, by inter-

rupting and questioning writers while they are in the

midst of writing.

This method provides writers with the opportunity to

write in silence most of the time and providAs.researchers

with the opportunity to tap into mental processes part of

the time by intervening sporadically in the process. This

technique raises the question of the degre'e to which

interruptions, even those occurring during natural breaks,

shift the uriter's focus away from the text and interfere
A

with the flow of the composing process.

A variation of this technique has been developed

by Peitzman (1981). She asked students to "report in"

24
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about their composing process .by talking into a tape

recorder at distinct times: before they began to write,

while they were writing at moments when they wanted to take

a break, and when they were revising after having received

feedback from peers and their teacher on their drafts. In
.

this approach, the observer is not preset 'while the

writing takes place; as a result, writers are able to work

at home, and the tape recorder serves as the "occasional

prod," capturing decisions and thoughts that might be

forgotten later on.

Interviews with Writers based on.
Discussion of Drafts

A third approach involvas interviewing writers about

their writing processes and about the specific decisions

they made while they were writing a particular text avail-

able to the researcher and the ,writer. Interviews can

be used in conjunction with any of the approaches mentioned

above and.are usually tape recorded.

While interviews do not intrude upon th4 process,

they do rely on the writer's ability to reconstruct after

the fact what was occurring during the writing process.

The problem here is that writers may not be able to recall

accurately the flow of their thinking and even it they are

able to recall some thoughts and decisions, it is likely

that they will forget or overlook others. In addition,

interviewers' styles and questions may affect the way
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writers respond. Despite these shortcomings, however,

interviews are commonly used by teachers and researchers to

gather information on writers' perceptions of the writing

process.

On most research projects, investigators frequently -,

talk to writers about their writing and the changes they

see themselves making in their texts. Teachers certainly

use conference time as a way to understand the choides

writers make. Sommers (1978), in particular, used inter-
.:

views as a way to determine a writer's scale of concerns.

during revision.

Recently Odell and Ooswanii. (1981) developed an inno-

vative way of using interviews to collect data on writers'

decisions concerning rhetorical choices. In their study of

working adult writers, they borrowed the writers' drafts,

created options for various phrases in the text and

then interviewed the writers on whether or not they would

use those options. Their goal was to make explicit. the
:

reasoning by which wo riters make rhetorical choices.

Interviews with Writers based on.
Replays of Videotapes

This approach builds on observation _techniques de-

scribed earlier. here, videotapes of writers at work are

replayed for the writers following a taping session. The

writers 'are then asked.to comment on what they Were think-

ing at specific moments. "Stimulated-recall" is based on

26
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the assumption that writers will recall certain mental,pro-
...

cesses by observing themselves and then elaborate upon

these when questioned,by an interviewer. The interviews

are generally audiotaped.

Since it occurs after the writing has been done,

stimulated-recall does not intrude on the process. Since

it is based on videotipe, it provides data to stimulate the

writer's memory and to supplement the information gained by

analyzing changes in drafts. But the technique still

relies, heavily on the writer's ability to. reconstruct

thoughts and decisions made throughout th writing kocess..

_Stimulated-recall of videotape sequences has been used

by Rose (1981) to study "writer's block." By showing

students yith writer's'block,where and for how long they

paused while writing, his goals were to trigger the origi-

nal situation and enable students to describe in detail

what was occurring at that time.

Direct Monitoring of theProcess by
Asking. Writers to Compose Aloud

In this approach, writers are asked to "think aloud,"

to ,say as much as they can of whatever is going on in their

minds while they ,are writing. - If an observer is present,

writers are instructed not to engage in bonversation;

rather they are to consider themselves alone, doing what-

ever is "normal" for them %.hile writing, walking around,

getting a drink of water, only remembering to say whatever

27
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'crosses their alines from the time they choose to sit down

and write tlutil they decide either that they have completed

the assignment or that they need to stop. A tape recorder

plays thro-Jghout te session, capturing the writer's

thoughts, decisions, hesitations, and deliberations.

This procedure is more intrusive than the others

mentioned thus far. Since it is the method upon which

this manual is based, it is useful to discuss both its

shortcomings and strengths.

The most frequent criticism of this approach is that

it introduces a factor into the composing process that

would, not normally be present when people write. It is

true that we cannot assume that composing aloud is equiv-

alent to composing silently. In fact, as soon as we ask

writers to compose aloud, we have altered their usual

writing process by making it visible; we have, in effect,

made private experience public, and by so doing, we may

have changed the process we are attemping to study.

Second, having asked writers to compose alogd, we have

placed additional constraints on them. Writers may become

involved with how they sound on tape, with how listeners

of the tape may judge what they are.saying, and with

whpfter or not they are composing aloud "correctly." Such

concerns are obviously not present when writers do not

compose aloud and certainly can interfere with the process.

Third, what people say while they are composing aloud

is only a fraction of all that is occurring in their

28
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minds. It is impossible for anyone to say everything that

comes to mind in a given moment, particularly if during

that moment the person is also engaged in the act 'of

writing. Thus rather than providing a total picture of a

complex composing process, composing aloud only provides us,

with a glimpse of this complexity; it gives us a way in.

The limitations of this technique, however, need to be

viewed in relation to the goals we set for our research.

First, other than interrupting ewriters at certain points

during the process, we have not yet developed any other way

to monitor what writers do and what choices they see

themselves making while they are, in-the process of making

them. -Analyzing changes in drafts and interviewing writers

during or after the process are alternate procedures, but

they miss much of the ongoing decision-making. Actullly

hearing the process as it unfolds provides us with infor-

mation that never appears on the draft and may be forgotten

by the time the interview takes place.

Second, the apparent intrusiveness of the approach is

not as great in practice as it might seem. Thus far

writers of various ages and levels of skill have been able

to compose aloud. Some find it easier than others; most

find it easier after they do it several times. After

the initial try, the fear of the tape and the asides to

listeners begin to disappear. After a few attempts, the

initial interference is almost totally absent.

29
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Third, the limitations of composing aloud do not
.

invalidate its usefulness. In tne sciences, all standard

approaches for gathering data are, at some point, known to

alter the nature of what is being studied. Physicists, for

example, acknowledge that they cannot study subatomic

events as they occur "In nature," but only as certain
:

.

asilects of those events register on their instruments (the

Heisenberg principle). These instruments depend on light

or on other intrusive electromagnetic radiations which have

definite but unpredictable effects on subatomic phenomena.

Nonetheless we use these methods to advance our knowledge

until superior procedures develop.

Composing aloud has been used by Emig (1969) in her

study of 12th grade writers, by Flower and Hayes (1978;

1980) in their dtudies of adult writers and in my own

investigation of the composing processes of college stu-

dents and composition teachers (Perl, 1978; 1980). While

as researchers each of us has used the same approach to
. .

collect our data, we have all devised different methods fOr

analyzing our tapes.

The following chapter will present the method I

have ddVeloped for analyzing the data that result from

using composing aloud techniques. What distinguishes this

method from the others is that it provides a graphic

display of the composing process in considerable detail

before that complexity is abstracted into a formal model.
i



Chapter III

LEARNING TO USE THE CODE

In general, any fundamentally new approach to a
scientific problem inevitably leads to new
methods of investigation and analysis.

L. S. Vygotsky, Mind in 'Society

25

In this chapter I provide,a detailed description of

the method I have devised to code the composing process.

Essentially there are four procedures:

1. Teaching writers how to compose aloud;

2. :Taping the composing aloud sessions;

3. Coding the tapes onto composing style sheets;

4. Analyzing the composing style sheets.

Each step listed above will be explained separately.

Together they will enable you to code onto a chart what

writers say while composing aloud, thereby.irendering

writers' composing processes into graphic displays. These

procedur6s may be done simply, by using very little equip-

ment, or elaborately, by employing careful controls.

Again, how you choose to use the scheme depends on your

particular goals, be' they those of basic research or those

of pedagogy.

31
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Composing Aloud

In this approach writers are isked to "think aloud";

that 4s, to say as much as they canlof whatever is going on

in their minds while they are writing. In effect, this

procedure asks writers to externalize the ongoing stream

of consciousness or interior monblogue that accompanies

writing. It does not ask them to 6ve a conversation with

the observer (if one is pi'esen6 rather, they are to

consider themselves alone, writing in much the same way

they would had they not been asked to compose aloud, doing

whatever is "normal" for them, valking around, getting a

drink of water, Only remembering to say whatever crosses

their minds.

The procedure is the same whether writers are at home

or at school. The only direction writers need to remember

is to say whatever is going through their minds from the

time they sit down and write until they decide either that

they have completed the assignment or that they need to

stop.

Since composing aloud is, as Emig has noted, a "spe

cialized form of verbal behavior," it works best 4f people

practice before making a composing tape. In general,

the best way for you to prepare for using this approach is,

as I suggested in Chapter I, to compose aloud yourself a

few times before you ask others to do it
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Everything writers say aloud during composing is

taped. Taping asks a lot of people. Many dislike the
.

intrusion of the tape recorder; others mistrust the use of

tapes; some simply panic at the thought of having their

voices recorded. As a result, asking people to record what

goes on in their minds, even in the service of improved

teaching, requires tart 2nd respect. It is important,

then, for you to explain (1) why you are asking writers to

compose aloud, (2) what you hope to gain from the process,

and (3) how you intend to use the tapes.

Once the purpose of a specific project has been dis-

cussed, you will also need to discuss the role you will

play during the taping. Will you be present? If you are

present, will you answer questions? If students fall

silent, will you remind them to continue thinking aloud?

These questions as well as others concerning the length of

each session need to be settled before any taping occurs.

The taping can proceed in a number of settings, at

home, in a writing lab or in a classroom. Many schools

have language laboratories, which allow for entire classes

making tapes at once. Other schools may have sound-proof

rooms in which individual tapings can be done. Media

centers can also be used to provide help with video-
,

taping and audiotaping of the writing process.

Whatever the specific situation, writers should turn

on the tape and begin composing aloud either as soon as
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they have been given a topic or when they have decided that

it is time for them to start. If you are present, you

should sit off to one side, out of the writer's direct line,

of vision, diminishing any likelihood that conversation

will take place (unless, of course, you want to study the

effect of conversation on the composing process). If

writers are alone either at school or at home, they need to

be advised to turn on the tape and do what they would

naturally do--make notes, walk around, stare into space--

but to remember to say as much of what they are thinking as

possible, even when they aren't sure what they are going to

write.

Whether you use an elaborate set-up or a simple, make-

shift one depends, in part, on the goals of your course or

your research design and the facilities available. Yet

tapings in any setting are facilitated when the following

guidelines are followed:

1. The place for composing should be quiet and free
of distractions. Sounds of fire trucks,. children,
dogs, fans and televisions often make'it impos-
sible to hear the writer's voice and waste the
effort spent on making the tape.

2. Writers should practice composing aloud with the
tape on to make sure that both the sound of their
voice and the sound of the pen moving across the
page are picked up on the tape. Writing on only
one piece of paper (not on a pad) on a hard sur-
face usually ensures that the sound of the pen or
pencil will carry. Writers who prefer using pads
must make sure the tape recorder is close enough
to catch the sound of the pen moving across the
page.

3. Writers and researchers °should familiarize them-
selves with the tape recorder and should have
extra blank tapes available for emergencies.
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Trying to figure out how the tape recorder works
in the middle of a composing session is distract-
ing and frustrating.

4. If writers are nervous about the tape recorder,
the machine should be placed out of sight and an
attached microphone placed on the table.

5. Each tape and each written draft should be la-
balled as soon at the session is over with the
name of the writer, the topic, date, time, and
place.

Coding the Composing Process

After the taping has been completed, the material can

be coded. By listening to the tape, coders can hear, among

other things, when writers are talking, when they are

writing, when they are doing both simultaneously, and when

they are remaining silent. In the present scheme, com-

posers' observable activities ,(talking and writing) will

be referrerto.'- behaviors. Depending on the context in

which they occur, behaviors may serve different functions

in a person's composing process. For example, at one time

talking can serve a planning function with writers indicat-

ing how they will proceed; at another time talkinfg can be a

form of rehearsal, enabling writers to try out alternate

formulations of ideas prior to writing. Thus at the core

of this scheme are the judgments coders make, while listen-

ing to the tape, as to what comprises a unit of behavior

and what function each unit plays in the composing se-

quence.

Experience to date with this method suggests that the

functional units fall within a relatively small number of
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categories. Codes for specifying each unit are used as

coders listen to the tapes and chart what they hear onto a

timeline; the timeline provides a way of indicating both

the order of each unit and the length, of time each unit

lasts within an entire composing sequences Together the

timeline and the codes form a composing style sheet, which

constitutes a graphic display of the composing process that

can then be analyzed.

There are, then, three components to coding: listen-

ing to the tape and determining the function each behavior

has in the process; constructing a timeline; and placing

the code for each unit on the timeline to produce a com-

posing style sheet. Each will now be explained in detail.

Determining functional units. The strategy used in

this scheme is to categorize all observable behaviors

recorded on tape, unit by unit. Deciding what constitutes

a unit or where one unit ends and another begins is the

most taxing part of this scheme. The most useful guide

here is the recognition that in order to create'g unit from

a given bit of speech, coders must consider the function

each unit plays in the context of a composing sequence.

For example, taken in isolation the statement, "'I better

add something here" could be coded as planning, indicative

of the writer's decision to add something to ti .ext.

But, when viewed in the context of a fuller statement,

like, "Well, let's see, is this really what I meant to say?

I don't think 4o. I better add something here to make the

as
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meaning clearer," the statement could be coded more acc-

rately as revision, indicative of the writer's rethinking a

segment of the written text and planning a change as a
-,-.

result. In-thilszoase a subscript to indicate the aspect of

planning included in revision could be added to the symbol

for revision.

Selecting the appropriate code and subscript is, in

part, a question of goal. Teachers interested, for ex-

ample, in editing. techniques might invent a range of

subscripts to classify the kinds of editing decisions made

by writers. Researchers interested in planning dtrategies

might choose to classify those behaviors in greater detail.

But even with a'carefully articulated focus and trained

coders, researchers may find some statements on the tape

difficult to code. In instances in whicb.a given statement

seems to imply two functions, a dual code can be used. In

the event that writers' statements serve functions r have

not provided for in the categories listed below, new

categories may need to be devised.

It is important, though, that all statements on the

tape be coded so that the whole of a given writing sequence

can be portrayed in its integrity. Ignoring statements or

deciding that certain behaviors are not relevant can dis-

tort the research.

Finally, it is important to remember that since every-

thing on a given tape can'be coded, dhow detailed the coding
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becomes is a function of your interests and goals. In

ambiguous cases where functions overlap, it is best to

select a particular code, explain the logia dictating your

choice to readers .of your research and remain consistent

throughout the coding process.

What follows below are the categories I have devised

and used in.research studies and classroom teaching sit

uations. I ivill present an overview (Table I) of the

categories first and then an explanation of each one. In

Chapter IV, Iwill provide an example of how the codes are

applied to an adult writer, named Vern. After studying the

definitions and their application, you should be ready to

code tapes of your own.

38
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TABLE I

CATEGORIES FOR CODING:
FUNCTIONAL UNITS

MAJOR CATEGORIES

PI - Planning
C - Commenting
Rh - Rehearsing
Rh-->W - Rehearsing leading to writing
SW - Speaking the words while writing them
Q
A
R
RH
W
RV
E
U

re
s
MC
RI

- Questioning
- Assessing
- Reading
- Reading Miscue
- Writing (Drafting)
- Revising
- Editing
- Unint-Aligible remark
- Repeating phrases or sentences
- Pauses or periods of silence
- Metacommenting
- Researcher Intervention

TYPES OF EDITING CHANGES

add - Additions
del - Deletions
gr - Grammar
punt - Punctuation
sp - Spelling
ss - Sentence Structure
vc - Verb Form

POSSIBLE SUBSCRIPTS

T - Topic 'r

env - Environment
ca - Composing Aloud
and - Audience
w.l. .11. Writer's Life

d - Directions
s - StateMent
q - Question
n.d. - Next Draft
n.s. - Next Sentence
end - Ending
f - Form
c ,- Content
s - Style
t - Tone

- Voice

TYPES OF REVISING CHANGES

add - Additions
del - Deletions
sub - Substitutions
we - Word Choice
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Planning (PlY

Planning refers to instances in which writers say what

they think they will'do in tke course of writing. It
t.

includes the times they organize their thoughts for writing

and discuss how they will proceed. There are many things

writers do that have the character of planning and many

types of plans. Some are local, referring to something

that may happen in the next bit of writing; some are

global, referring to an overall structure the writer may.

follow or setting out an approach that has several steps.

Whether you choose to code for local or global features is,

again, a function of your interests. There may be times

when researchers are interested in examining the various

types of plans that writers make, in which case dis-

tinctions such as global planning (Plg) and local planning

(P11) may be important. On other occasions, solely coding

for planning may suffice. Nevertheless, whether plans are,

local or global, they tend to fall' irito one or a few of the

following categories:
I

1. They are ,statements that propose a general start- .

egy for proceeding:

or

"Well, let's see, first I'll read the question
over again, then I'll see if I get any more
ideas and then I'll write."

, .

"I'll just start it and see what happens."

2. They are statements that suggest a number of
possible alternatives:

1 40
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"Maybe I should start by explaining but, ,'wait,
another way would be to begin by giving an
example."

3. Th...y announce either an intention or a decision to
do something with the text. Examples.include:

or

"Should I start a new paragraph? What do I
want to do? Tell how nervous I was? Right.
Why I was nervous? yeah/. A new paragraph."

"I rPally have to stop here and see If I'm
making any sense."

Or some shorter examples:

"I think T better start over."

"O.K., so I'll just put the ending here."

"Wait, I better stop and reread this."

"I'll take care of this on the next draft."

4. They set up a general structure for the paper:

"I'll take care of 'X' in the first paragraph
and 'Y' in the second and then I'll have an-
swered both parts."

Commenting (C)

This category refers to any statements,w*ters make

about themselves, the room they are in, their state of

mind, their perception of the topic or the way the session

is .going. It is distinguished from planning in that it

does not refer' to what the writer will do next; it is

distinguished from rehearsing in that it does not develop

ideas on the topic. Commenting also includes statements

in which the writer is addressing those who will listen to

41
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the tape and monologues during which the writer speculates

on something related to his or her personal life. Specula-

tions may be evoked by something in the topic but may not

be explicitly related to what the writer is writing about.

Sometimes speculations are evoked by something the writer

has discovered through writing and occur at the end of the

writing process.

Examples fall into the following categories:

1. Observations writers make about themselves as
writers (the focus here is on the writer, not on
the text)1

...._ __

"I really have a hard time writing:"

"I'm not the ki,1 of writer who likes to think
a lot."

"I really don" want to edit th±s."

"I hate to do a second draft."

2. Observations writers make about themselves in
relation to the topic they are writing about:

"Boy, I .ave a lot to say on this topic."

"This topic getting to me; it's really
difficule."

.:

3. Observations writers make that lead them away
from the writing and call attention to other
aspects of their experience:

"I'd like to have a cigarette now. Can I do
that while the tape is going? Why not?"

It sure is hot in here tonight. And there's
so much noise next door."

4. Observations they make about the process of
composing aloud:

"I never had any idea that composing aloud
would take so much time."
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"It's tricky to talk and write at the same
time."

5. Comments writers make to those they know will be
listening to the tape:

"I hope I don't bore all of you when you
listen to this."

Rehearsing (Rh)

Rehearsing refers to whatever writers do to develop

what they want to say. It includes voicing ideas on

the topic, trying out different approaches or repeating

key words, sometimes in a questioning tone. During re-

hearsal, writers are finding their _way and are not neces-

sarily committed to using all they are saying. Rehearsing

also refers to instances in which writers acknowledge

explicitly What they will write about and develop the topic

or point while speaking. Rehearsing is distinguished from

planning and commenting in that it is explicitly related to

the development of content--to what writers are or eventu-

ally will be writing about. As with planning, it is

possible to code for types of rehearsal. For example if

writers rehearse by asking themselves questions, it is

possible to add the subscript for questioning to the symbol

for rehearsing (Rhq).

Rehearsing leading to Writing {Rh - - >W)

This refers to instanes, in which writers are r ears-

ing for a period of time and suddenly voice.. _a-phrase or a

sentence which leads them to the 1)94(K-either to begin or
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to continue writing. Rehearsing leading to writing often

turns into speaking the words while writing them.

Speaking the words while writing them (SW)

This refers to periods when writers, as a function of

composing aloud, seem to be dictating to themselves. In

other words, what they are saying is being written almost

at the time they are saying it. When listening to the

tape, coders will hear the voice and the pen together in

what sounds like simultaneous movement.

Questioning (Q)

Questioning can occur in two ways. When an observer

is present, Writers occasionally ask for a clarification

. about the- directions or for help. Writers also ask ques-

tions of themselves during the writing process, often

as a strategy for developing the topic.

Examples include:

"What do I know about this?"

"Is this too long?"

"Should I reread now or keep writing?"

It is also possible to use the symbol for queStioning

(Q) as a subscript (q) and link it with codes that indicate

the function of each question. For example, the last

question here, "Should I reread no* . . . ?" could more

accurately be Coded Plq, indicating that the ':r.i.ter is

wondering what to do next (planning) and voicing this as a

question.
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This refers to instances in which writers make judg-

ments about what they have written. They may be positive,

negative or neutral.

Examples include:

"Okay, that sounds good."

"This is really not what I wanted but I guess I'll
leave it."

"This could have been better."

"Sounds awkward."

"Well, it's not great; it's not bad."

"In general, I'm pleased with the overall forMat."

"This ha§ become so familiar, I can't imagine how
I would xhange it."

Reading (R)

This refers to periods wheys writers read and can be

subdivided to indicate whether they are readiqg their own
\\

writing or something they have been given to read (such as

directions, a question or a topic). The subdiNtisions can

be coded as follows:

Reading of materials provided by the researcher (note

that this type of reading is distinguished by the use of

subscripts): \

Reading the directions (Rd)

Reading the question (R(1)

Reading the topic (RT)

- 45
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Reading related to the writer's own written product

(note that thistype of reading is distinguished by the use

of superscripts):

Reading,the topic written on the draft (RT)

Reading,sentence #1 ,
, (RI)

.s.

Reading sentences 2-5 (R2-5)

Reading the first paragrapil (RPI)

Reading an entire first daft (RWr)

When coding reading behaviors, it will become obvious

that many Writers do not read their own texts accurately.

In fact, most writers pronounce or "read in" words or word

endings that are not present in thldir written drafts

without realizing it. Based on work in reading research

(Goodman, 1973), the study of ,"-misreading" or miscue

analysis has generally been applied, to the way readers read

texts other than their own. It can also be applied here to
,

help us understand how writers read their own texts. For

those interested in documenting the miscues writers make

while reading their own texts, the following 'categories

and codes are offered.

1. "Reading in" words or word endings (as if they
were present in the text) (RMadd)

2. Deleting words or word endings from the text
(RMdel)

3. "Reading" a word or phrase the writer "expected"
to see rather than the actual word or phrase on
the page (RMsub)

4. "Reading" misspellings as if they were written
correctly (RMsp)
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Misnues provide a way of understanding bow writers

make sense, of their written texts. For teachers and

researchers interested in interpreting the findings of

miscue analysis, recommended readings are included in the

references at the end of the manual.

Writing (Drafting) (W)

Writing occurs in two ways: silently and aloud. When

it occurs silently, all that can be coded is the sound

of the pen moving across the page and the number and dura

tion of pauses that interrupt the writing flow; when it

occurs aloud, both the pen and the voice are coded as

explained above in speaking the words while writing them

(SW).

Repeating (re}

Both in reading and talking, writers tend to repeat

phrases or sentences. This rep tition can be coded.

Pauses or periods of silence (s)

Throughout much of the process, writers may pause

or remain silent. This can occur before any writing takes

place, while sentences are being written or in the time

between the writing of sentences.,hese pauses can also be

coded.

Revising (RV)

Often during dr,fijug, writers discover *that what they

have written doffs/not adequately capture what they intended
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1

to write. 4t other times writers' discover that what they

intended to write changed as a result of their having been

engaged in the act of writing. In either case, these
1

discoveries 1lead writers to make changes in their texts.

These changes fall under the category of revision.

Often revisions are small, occurring at the word or

phrase level. At other times, revisions are extensive and

involve the rewriting of sentences or major portions of the

discourse. Occasionally revision entails the discarding

of one text and the creation of an entirely new one.

At times it may be difficult to distinguish revision

from rehearsal. At some points, they probably are in-

distinguishable. As we rehearse, we revise and as we

revise, we rehearse. But for the coding of behaviors, the

following distinction has proven useful:

When writers are in the process of selecting and

discarding words or planning alternative phrasings and

approaches, but they have not yet actually committed any
.

of these words to the page, their behavior is coded as

rehearsal (Rh).

After writers have produced a piece of discou-se (even

a partial text) and during drafting or rereading, they

oegin to examine the words on the page to see whether those

words adequately capture what was intended, their behavior

is coded as revision (RV).
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The following subscripts may also be used to identify

types of revisions:

1. Adding words, phrases or clauses (RVadd)

2. Deleting words, phrases or clauses (RVdel)

3. Substituting one word or phrase for another
(RVsub)

4. Looking for the appropriate word (word choice)
(RVwc)

S. Planning to make a change in the text (RVp1)

Some simple examples of revision include the follow-

ing:.

"Dread." Is that too strong a word? I think I
better change it.

There are too many "I's" in here. I'll have to
take some out,.

Let's see. I know this doesn't feel complete. I

may need to go back and add another example. I

think I better put the "exam room" first.

Editing (E)

Writers also engage in editing. Thig refers to

instances in which writers examine the surfaCb level of

their prose, checking to see if the formal aspects of their

language (i.e., grammar, spelling and punctuation) conform

to the rules of edited American English (or to whatever

other system they may be working in). At times it may be

'difficult to distingui0 editing from revising. In fact,

they are so closely related that at times an editing change

will lead directly to revision, and,at other times revision

will bring about the need for edi,t/ing. As a rule of thumb,
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it may be helpful to think of editing as the task of a

copyeditor or proofreader. Subscripts may be used to

distinguish one type of editing change from another. The

subscripts for editing can include the following:

I. Adding syntactic markers (Eadd)

2. Deleting syntactic markers (Edel)

q. Indicating concern for a grammatical rule (Egr)

4. Adding, deleting, or considering the use of punc-
tuation (Epunc)

5. Considering or changing spelling (Esp)

6. Changing the sentence structure through embedding,
coordination or subordination (Ess)

7. Considering or changing verb form (Evc)

Metacommenting (MC)

Metacommenting indicates that writers have shifted to

a different level of perception. It refers to instances

in which writers become conscious of the units of behavior

that comprise their composing process and then exit momen-

trxily from the writing task to call attention. to these

units.' It is not the same as comments on composing aloud

(Cca) such as "This is hard." A comment such as the latter

is an incidental thought that occurs to writers about what

they are doing, but without constituting a recognition that

amounts to coding one's own behavior while writing. Meta-

comments, on the other hand, do apply the codinv. scheme
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because t ey refer knowledgeably to one's own behavior in

terms of t e categories discussed here.

Exam les include the following (The reasons why these

statement are examples of metacomments will become' clear

after yoi] read Chapter V):

'A little rereading here."

"That's it. Go back to the topic."

,"Going back to what I wrote to help me discovex.
/what I want to write next."

Researcher intervention (RI)

Then
the researcher or observer chooses to intervene

during the composing process, the occurrence and nature of

this intervention should also be coded. Different types of

interventions can be distinguished as follows:

1. Researcher questioning the writer directly (RIO

2. Researcher answering a question from the writer
(RIa)

3. Researcher refocusing the writer on the task or on
the composing aloud directions (RIrf)

4. Researcher interviewing the writer at the end of
the session (work summary) (WS).

Constructing a timeline. By learning to listen for

specific behaviors that occur while writers compose aloud

and then designating the function of these behaviors, you

will have mastered the first step of ebding. However,

deriving functional units from taped comments will not in

itself provide you with a way to view the frequency and the

51
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duration of each unit or the relation between one particu-

lar unit and the process as a stole. You need to see the

composing sequence depicted graphically, on a timeline that

reflects the sequence and duration of each functional unit,

in order to answer such questions as: what role does

planning play? How much time do writers spend editing

their work? When do pauses occur in the process and how

long do they last?

Constatuct-i mga. t -is, -Tel sti-vely- easy: All -you

need is a blank piece of paper and a ruler. The timeline

has dashes and a numbering system spaced across an entire

sheet of paper (see Figure 1 for an example). Once you

have constructed a timeline, you need to determine a time

interval that corresponds to the numbers on. the line. 'In

classroom situations, it may not be necessary to account

for every minute; in research studies it is likely that the

observations will need to be more finely tuned. For the

latter the following guidelines have proven useful:

1. Timelines should be numbered so that vie composing°
tape can be analyzed in terms of minutes.

2. It is most efficient to monitor time by using a
tape recorder that has a built-in counter. If one
is not available, it is possible to use a stop-
wateh.

3. any counters on tape recorders are set up so that
a 1Q -digit interval corresponds to one mh.ute.,
Check your own tape recorder to see what time
interval the first 10 or 12 digits correspond to.
If, for example, 1-12 equals 1 minute, it will be
preferable to construct a timeline in multiples of
12, so that each unit can be analyzed in terms of
minutes. For example:
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1 - 10 minute Entire line = 5 minutes of composing

12 24 36 48 60

1 - 12 = 1 minute Entire line-. 5 minutes of composing

4. If you do not have a counter on !inn!' tape re-
corder, yoi: can code your tapes by using a stop-
watch and stopping both the watch and the tape

-6A61: t rarce-x -new -behavior needs-- to--be -marked- dOivn----.
on the timeline. Such a procedure is cumbersome
and can best be handled when two people do the
coding together.

It is important to remember that tapes.can be coded

without any reference to time: This will provide informa-

. tion on what writers do as they write and how frequently

they perform each behavior. Missing would be data concern-

ing how long each behavior lasts.

Charting the behaviors.. This stop brings together the

two previous ones: in it, coders take the categories that

have been devised and chart them onto the timeline. It

occurs in the following manner:

1. Coders number each sentence' in the written pr:d-
uct.

2. With a blank timeline in front of them, coders
listen to the tape.

3. They determine, according to the code, what the
1

writer is doing, including what sent#nce the ,

writer is working on.
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NAME

TOPIC

DATE
TIME
CODER

,::

*

10 20 30 40 50

.

60 70 80 90 100

110 120 130 140 150

160 170 180 190 200

, - 210=,Ay 220 230 240 250
.... --------____

260 270 280
-0.

290 300

1-10 = 1 minute

Figure 1. Composing style sheet.
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4. Watching the counter, they note the number at
which the first behavior begins and the number at
which it ends, as well as whether it is occurring.
while a sentence is being written or before or
after.

5. They note the code for this behavior at the
appropriate place on the timeline and irclude the
brackets that indicate sentences, if appropriate.

6. The procedure is repeated for each new behavior
until the tape has finished playing.

It looks like this:

Assume that a writer, named Kate, has agreed to

compose aloud, has been given a topic, and has turned on

her tape recorder. She might begin by reading the topic

twice and then planning how she will begin. If this all

occurred within the first minute, the timeline would look

like' this.

RT RT P1

10

If at this point Kate spends two minutes writing the

first sentence, during which time she pauses,treturns to

read the topic, continues writing and then edits for

spelling before continuing on, it would look like this:

SW1/s/RT

20

SW1 [Espj SW1

30
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At this point two types of brackets and numbering systems

have appeared. The initial subscript linked with the SW

code indicates which draft gate is working on. SWI

indicates that she is writing her first draft; SW2 and

SW3 la'.er on will indicate that she :'.s writing her second

and third drafts. Brackets such as [Esp] separate editing

from writing and indicate the amount of time editing takes.

The number written above the horizontal bracket indicates

which sentence in the written product Kate is writing and

the length of the bracket indicates the amount of time she

has spent writing that sentence.

Reading behaviors are also noted. If Kate writes the

topic down on her paper and then reads it back to herself,

this is noted by the symbol for reading written along with

the superscript for topic (RT). If Kate reads the fourth

sentence after having written it, it is noted as R4; if

she reads the fifth, sixth, and seventh sentences together,

it is noted as R5-7; if she repeats only phr1P.Ps from the

tenth sentence, it is noted (re10I.

Additional annotations. Occasionally it is useful to

annotn.e tha charts with comments that explain precisely

what the writer is doing. Process,comments may include the

- --obse-zweri s- --op i n-i on oi whe-t-he-r- -the- -p roc_e_ss_i_s_slow_o

Content comments may include specific statements made by

writers or the words or grammatical problems that they find

particularly troublesome.

.
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Thus the following line from a sample composing style

sheet for Kate will provide the following information:

RVRT_P,IL 2411S/RTSW1 [Esp] SO R
T

13.1 R
1

Rh-->SW
1_

7'
10 20 30 40

-9'''
c,

1 16 = minute i

Kate began writing after 1 minute. Before she
1. began, she read the tvic twice and organized what

she would do.

She spent 2 minutes writing the first sentence
2. during which" time she paused once, read the topic

again, and interrupted herself to edit for spel-
ling.

Sentenze 1 did not lead directly to sentence 2.
3. Rather, after sentence 1, Kate spent one minute

rereading the topic, planning in more detail
what she might do, reading over what she had
already written, and rehearsing her ideas on the
topic which then led her directly into her next
sentence.

She spent 1 minute writing her second sentence
4. which occurred without pause or hesitation.

Reliability /

Over the past few years, several dozen graduate
---

,/
N-,-,

students and experienced teachers have been introduced to

this scheme. They have studied examples of my own coding

of -tra-ns-c-r-i-p-t-s-de-v-e4.-epedthe-i-r-o_an_ta.pe.s_a.nd char tt_and

discussed their work together. Occasional disagreements

have arisen as to what to include in a given unit or what

label to apply. But these have been readily resolved

.
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through discussion. Overall, the impression generated by

this experience is that the present scheme is sufficiently

attuned to what is directly observable to allow for accept-

able levels of agreement between coders who analyze the

same material independently. To date, however, the re-

search required for a rigorous assessment of interrater

reliability has not been conducted.

Analyzing the Composing Style Sheets

The charts of composing style sheets do not explain

what writers wrote but rather how they proceeded. They

indicate the sequence of behaviors that occurs from the

beginning of the process to,the end. From them it is

possible to determine where and how these behaviors fall

into patterns and whether these patterns vary according to

the topic, the form of discourse or audience.

The charts can be read by moving along the timeline,

noting which behaviors occur in what sequence.

From the charts, considerable amounts of'information

can be gleaned, including the followings

1. the amount of time spent before the writer begins
drafting the piece;

2. the strategies used during this preparatory
period;

3. the amount of time spent writing each sentence;

4. the behaviors that occur while each sentence is
being written;

OW
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5. when sentences are written in groups or "chunks"
(fluent writing);

6. when sentences are written in isolation (choppy
or sporadic writing);

7. the amount of time being spent between sentences;

8. the behaviors that occur between sentences;

9. when revising and editing occur (during the writ-
ing of sentences, between sentences, in the time
between drafts);

10. the frequency of revising and editing behavior;

11. the nature of the revising and editing opera-
tions; and

12.' where and in what frequency pauses. or periods
of silence occur in the process.

There are, in addition, many ways to analyze the

charts, at various levels of inference. The following

rubrics are suggestive of the variety of uses that can be

made of the charted data:

1. Doing Simple Counts: Here the basic analytic
tasks are almost clerical in nature. Symbols
have to be counted, which then allows the ob-
server to tabulate and cross-tabulate the numeri-
cal data to address questions such ask. How often
do writers plan? revise? edit? What is the
proportion of planning or revising or editing
time in relation to the overall process? How
long do writers spend rehearsing? How much time
is devoted to drafting? Do these counts differ
for different topics, points of view, forms of
discourse?

2. Looking for Patterns: Here the rigorous but
mechanical counting procedureg-are set -aside in-
order to generate hunches or hypotheses. These
come by studying the charts for relational rather
than strictly quantifiable aspects to Iddress
questions such as: to certain sequences of
behavior recur? That are the common patterns?

60
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Is the sentence the consistent unit of discourse?
,.:

If not, what is? When does rereading occur?
Where do pauses occur? Before what syntactic or
_rhetorical structures do writers pause most?

3. Building Theory: Here the charts provide a way to
steep oneself in systematic observations until a
holistic perception emerges of the process. These
perceptions are not directly testable but are,
rather, fresh viewpoints that can proviee valuable
responses to such general questions as: What role
do the various subprocesses play in the entire
process? What does the function of rereading seem
to be? How does planning work? What role does
editing play?

Chapter IV will provide an example of how these

questions can be addressed through the examination and

analysis of the composing process of one writer.
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Chapter IV

WATCHING ONE WRITER AT WORK: VERN

When I was told to compose aloud, I followed
the instructions to the letter; I did not allow
myself to think about the topic at all before
sitting down. This was a deviation from my
normal procedure which is to allow my thoughts to
incubate in my mind over a period of days before
writing. Consequently, I found it-very difficult
to get started. I had short-circuited my pre-
writing phase and was in a state of mild panic
when forced to do it aloud. When I _finally de-
cided on a topic, the writing of the composition
itself was fairly quickly and smoothly done. My
thoughts came out in correct sentences. By going
back to what I had written, I found the impetus
to continue writing, and, also, an incipient
structure and logic took shape' as I progressed.

Vern
New York City Teacher

Vern is a teacher of writing. In 1979, he was among a

group of twenty teachers who were taking a course in

research and basic writing at New York University.) One

of the assignments for the course was for the teachers

tape their thoughts while composing aloud on the t pic,

"My Most Anxious Moment as a Writer" and then to cote their

tapes according to the scheme described in Ct pter III.

The teachers were given the topic in the

class and told to compose aloud later

rning during

that day in a---

place where they would be comfortable nd relatively free

1I taught this curse with Gordon Pradl, Associ-
ate Professor of English Education at New York University.
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from distractions. Everyone was instructed to bring the

composing aloud tape back to class the next day for discus-

sion. No one in the group had received any training in

composing aloud nor had anyone been given more than a brief

introduction in holy to use the coding scheme. Nonetheless,

all of the teachers in the group succeeded in composing

aloud and in constructing a composing style sheet of their

'writing process.

What follows are (1) a typed copy of Vern's written

draft in response to this topic; (2) a composing style

sheet based on his composing aloud tape (originally coded

by Vern, later reworked by me as I developed new cate-

gories); and (3) a transcript of Vern's composing aloud

tape. Alongside his actual statements in the transcript is

a running narrative of my observations regarding what he is

doing.

I want to emphasize that when Vern originally con-

structe4 a composing style sheet of his own, he did not

work from a transcript but from his actual tape. I have

included a transcript here so that you may gain an under-

standing of what a composing aloud tape sounds like and how //

you might go about coding the statements you hear on it./

At the end of the chapter, I will make some obsei-

vations about Vern's composing process ana rirts-e, 'some

questions about the nature of composing.
/

/1/
1f

/ /
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Vern

/ My Most Anxious Moment as a Writer

57

/

,,ky most anxious moment as a writer is p-rebitr

most likely the present moment.4 / Usually, when I am

/forced to write, I have a period of time during which I

can mull over the topic.2/ Therefore, when the time

comes to put pen to paper, the composition is more or

less written in my head, that is to say, thi* I, at least,

have a general idea of what I am going to write and
,.

how the parts interrelate.3/ For this composition,

however, I deliberately kept myself from thinking about

the topic.4/ Consequently, the ideas are not flowing

as they usually do.5/ Add to this the fact that I feel

constrained to put something down on paper, and one can

easily imagine why this particular moment is my most

anxious as a writers/

10111
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NAME . Vern DATE Jul 1979

TIME Evening at home

TOPIC My Most Anxious Moment as a Writer CODER Fern, recoiled b Perl

Title

Rt Rh re C re Rhq C P1 SW' Coe RT Cca RT Rhq re re Caud Rhq Rh->C C MC .->Rh RTRhq Rh re MC A( -)

10 20 30 40 50

1 r
RT MC pl RI Rhq MC Rh MC C P1 SW1 A(-)RISW1[RVIstbiSW1 1 R2 CO

60

R2 A SW1 C R3 SW1 A SW1

110

5

.

Cre Ei reRhqRA Rh -)SVi

160

/s/ PI -R1-6

f---

A SW1 Caud R6 R54.6/

70

3

sP

120

6

/

80

[MOPICreC0reCrereCro

,130

2
/

1R2 MC R2->SW1 re re

A(4)I R3 NC R1-3 /s

90 100

4'
el,-

/ SW1 C R' SW1

/ nerd C C

140

Plq C A( +) C

150

170 180

A C C /e/C A( -) MC C

190

C

200

210 220 230 240 250

260 270 280 290 300
cn
Co

1 - 10 = 1 minute
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TRANSCRIPT OF "MY HOST ANXIOUS: MOMENT AS A WRITER"

Observations c Taped Comment s

Vern has turned on the
tape and made the

decision to.start.

/ He reads the topic he has
been given and

(RT),

begins talking about it.

(Rh)

Notice that as he
rehearses, a key word in
the topic is continually
re eated.

re)

He then comments about the
difficulty of the task,

(C)

OK, here goes

Hy most anxious moment as a writer.

That may very well be this moment right
now

Ah, I don't know if I'm anxious, I'm
nervous. Now, anxious moment

It's difficult writing under pressure
like this

repeats the key word -anxious-

. (re)

and continues rehearsing, Why would I be anxious writing? Writing
developing the topic by for someone whose opinion I value?
asking himself questions. Writing for a grade maybe?

(Rhq)

Another comment inserts
itself here

(C)

It's difficult to think

Now he hits upon a
strategy--a plan- -

try writing the topic
down.

(P1)

Let me see, maybe if I write it down

67
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He begins speaking and
writing at the same time.

(SW1)

Now he makes a comment
about the entire process
he's been asked to do and
how it is affecting him.

(Cca)

He returns to read the
topic he has now written
down as a title.

(RT)

Another comment on the
compos. Lng aloud process

(Cca)

Reading the topic again.

(RT)

He continues rehearsing
by aeirlg himself
questions. Notice the
key word being repeated.

(Rhq) (re) (re)

Now a comment to ..he

audience that will hear
this tape and a
reference to Tono, whose
tape his class had
listened to.

(Caud)

60

My Most Anxious Moment as a Writer

Now normally I don't have to write
down a title. I usually take some time
out to compose my thoughts but the
nervousness of talking, saying out loud
what I'm thinking, is blocking my usual
composition process.

Ah. my most anxious moment as a writer.

I feel obliged to say something. I

can't stop talking and just think. I

guess I better or I'll never get
anything down on paper ar' then again I'm
supposed to say what I'm thinking. It's
kind of a quandary here.

Ah, my mosttanxious moment as a writer

Let's see if I pick righo. now, what can I
say? Rigk 4ow, why am I anxious right

now? Why am I anxious "ght t xa?

You know, I really admire Tony. Re

seemed so uninhibited about saying
exactly what was in his mind and yet I
know that 20 of my peers are going to be
listening to this and I feel quite

foolish.



Re refocuses himself on
the task at hand by asking
himself more questions,
again a form of rehearsal.
In answering his own
question he continues
rehearsing which leads him
to make a comment about
himself. Then once again
he refocuses himself on
the task.

(Rhq) (Rh>C) (C)

He reads once again what
he has written as the
topic.

(RT)

This is his first
metacomment. Here he's.
becoming aware of what he
is doing and drawing
attention to it.

(MC)

Now rehearsal becomes even
more pronounced. He
begins developing the
topic in greater depth
although he speaks

tentatively as though he
is not quite sure where

this is all leading.
(Rh)

Since the topic for this
assignment is on the act
of waiting, rehearsal for
the topic may appear as a
series of ext;dea
metacomments. Since the
ideas Vern is voicing here
eventually contribute to
his creating his text I

61

OK, right now why am I anxious? Why
would I be anxious writing? God, ah, I
succeeded all day in not thinking about
this., and I suppose I would like to
continue not thinking about this and
not doing it. Ah, but it's late so
I better get it done.

My most anxious moment as a writer

Ah, reflecting on past writing
experiences again.

What I usually do is think about this.
If I'm given an assignment, ah, I "link
about it on the way home or sitting in
the library. Ah, I think about it 'or a
couple of days, kinda let the, ah, ideas
germinate in my head and I guess what
I'm trying to say, in other words, that
this isn't my normal composing process,
that there is an important pie writing
step missing which usually lasts a
number of days and I'm finding it very
difficult just to sit down and eliminate
that incubation period and write,

choose to code these
statements as examples of
rehearsal. This is,
however, an arguable case.
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Again, he reads what he's
written and continues
rehearsing, asking himself
a question and looking for
an experience to fit the
assignment.

(RT) (Rhq) (Rh)

He re eats a key word.

(re)

He notices what he is
doing (metacomment).

,(AfC)

His first assessment is
negative.

(AM)

He is reading the topic
again

(RT)

He exits from the
process to notice how long
it is taking (metacomment).
This observation leads him
to suggest a strategy, a
plan, just start writing.
This seems an impossibility
since he still has no exact
"moment" in mind.

(Mc) (1)1)

He reads the topic
again,

(RT)

Again, a Questioning
technique is employed
s part of r,:hearsal.

(Rhq17--------
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God, ah, my most anxious moment as a
writer. The English essay exam? I

wasn't anxious writing it. I was just
worried I wouldn't pass it--you know--

My most anxious

back to the title again, back to the
topic

Godrthis is awful, this is really bad
news

My most anxious moment as a writer

This prewriting period +s lasting a
long time. Maybe I should just jot
something down. Maybe I should just
start--but I have to pick a moment. I

can't just put my pen on the paper and
say, 'Hey, do your thing.'

0

Ah, God, My Most Anxious Moment as a
Writer

Let me see--for whom have I written in
the past?



A metacomment and then
an answer to the question.

(NC) (Rh)

Finally, he finds the
momentit's now--and he
begins developing,
explaining how this moment
differs from his other
writing experiences.
"Shaping at the point of
utterance" is a reference
to the york of ',Aes Britton
that seems to have emerged
through association.

(Rh)

Again a metacomment on
his own progress.

(MC)

A stray thought.
(C)

63

Ah, that's it, go back to your previous
experiences--high school, college, no --
I wasn't worried then.

I don't know--i guess this must be my
most anxious moment because usually I
just--I write it at the last minute and
I never look it over--I write it, type
it over, and hand it in, shaping at the
point of utterance, whatever

Finally, a plan, a
strategy--I'll write
about right no,4.

(PI)

He begins speaking the
words while writing Lhem.

(SW
1
)

He interrupts himself to
indicate his displeasure
with the phrase and

(A(-))

=m not doing much writing here.

Ah, shall I cheat and turn off the tape?
Nah, what for?

Well, instead of just verbalizing and
speaking out loud maybe I'll just
write about right now--I'll use the
title as the topic sentence--basic
strategy here.

my most anxious

sounds so grade school ish

.

continues on, reldinR the Ny Meet Afixiouirgo6cetiiTW-----
first three words and Writer

writing four more.
(S'!1)



Here he revises at the
word level and substitutes
most likely for probably.

(RVIab)
(SW')

This first sentence leads
directly to the next.

(SW1)

The ..phrasing her-.. "forced

to write" leads him to
digress. He's struck by
the fact that-although he
believes in the_vglue of
writing, my does f.t

Mumhe is forced to.
This idea never enters the
paper but he returns to it
continually throughout the
process.

(Comment on writer's
life.)

(SA)

After the digression he
returns to read the first
half of the second
sentence.

(R2)

He is aware that he
returned to read.
(Metacomment)

(MC)

He reads it again
and continues on speaking
the words while writing
them, repeating various

phrases: -

(h2) (SW1)
(re) (re)

64

is probably most likely--put most likely
down--is most likely the present moment

Usually when I am forced to write

"When I'm forced to write"--something
I've wanted to do--I wanted to sit down
and use writing as discovery, writing
for-values_clarification, but_I never
manage to sit down and do it I always
need this threat of sorts hanging ever my
head, like this paper is due tomorrow
and esery time I'm writing at two
o'clrck in the morning saying, 'Hey the
next time I'm going to do it right away
and not have this hassle at the end' ---
never works--maybe nowenough of that--
onward and upward.

Usually when I am forced to write

going back to what I wrote to help me
discover what I want to write next

Usually when I am forced to write--Ah,
I have a period of "me during which I
can mull over--can mull over the topic
--can mull ov. - the topic.



Having writtel the second
sentence, he reads it over
and assesses it.

It's O.K.

(R2) (A)

He continues on composing
tne third sentence aloud.

(S141)

He interrupts himself,
wondering about the tape
recorder.

(C)

He reads the beginning of
sentence throe over again
and continues on. He
essesses the sentence,
then continues speaking
and writing.

TE/F---(TIWTY (A)

(SW')

He notices a tricky
spelling, decides to check
it later--recognizes that
editing has entered the
process and derides to
check it now.

(Esp) (MC) (171)

He explains his decision,
(C)

repeats the word and
(re)

continues commentia on
why he doesn't look hi-s-

work over.
(C)

65

Usually when I'm forced to write, I have
a period of time during which I Can mull
over the topic. OK. Period.

Therefare, when the time comes to put

God, I hope my tape recorder is picking
*kit! 1:p. I'd hate'to do this twice.

Therefore when the time comes to put pen
to paper, the composition is more or less
written in my head. O.K. That is to
say, that I, at least, have a general
idea of what I am going to write and how
the parts interrelate.

"Interrelate"--must be with two r's I'll
check it later in the dictionary--a
little editingI'll check it now.

I don't like to look this thing over
after.I've finished

-Interrelate-

I know that's not a good practice. I'm

-0n-sure-why-I lo-it--1 guebb-vitey
writing the thing that I put enough
effort into it, that I approximated ,hat,

I wanted to say and baste.,
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He has to remind himself
of the word he's working
on--he repeats it,
continues commenting,
repeats it a few more
times, finds it, and
acknowledges that he has
spelled it correctly and

(Q) (re) (C) (re) (re) (C)
(ce) (A(*))

reads part of the sentence
over.

(R3)

Here, once again, he
notices his process
(metacomment)

( : :c)

rea& sentences 41 - 43
quiet.'

(R 1-3)

and begins composing
sentence four.

(WI)

Here he makes a comment,
ostensibly to the audience.

(c)

Then he reads sentence
four over again.

(1:4)

Now he begins sentence
five,

(SW1)

inserts another cortent,
(C)

66

O.K., what am I looking up? Interrelate-
I'm pretty sure what I wrote is right
but it doesn't hurt to check--inter-
inter-interrelate--(going through
dictionary). Dictionary skills.

Inter-relate. 0.K.--correct on my word.
Thank you Mr. Webster.

AL least have a general idea of what I am
going to write and hot: the parts
interrelate.

A little rereading here.

(pause)

For chit composition, however, I
deliberately Kept myself from thinking
about the topic.

I wanted to do this exercise correctly.

I deliberately kept myself from thinking
about the topic.

Consequently,

love these transitional words,
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repeats the first4word,
adds a comma, continues
by repeating the first
word, then asks himself a
question as a form of
rehearsal. Next he goes
back to reread sentence
four and continues
rehearsing until he finds
his answer.
(re)

4
(Epunc) (re) (Rhq)

(R ) (Rh->SW
1
)

He assesses and continues
writing.

-TAT (SW
1)

Again he offers an
explanation about his
process, ostensibly to
and about his audience.

(C )
and

67

Consequently, whoops, comma there, conse-
quently, what do I want to say here?' For
this composition, however, 1 deliberately
kept myself from thinking about the
topic. Consequently, ah, consequently
what? Consequently ah, it's not . . .

O.K. Consequently, the ideas are not
flowing as they usually do.

The he reads what he's
written of sentence six,
goes back and reads
sentence five with what /
he's written of six, which
leads him to finish

se tent
TriviW-u) (s) ( W 1)

questions whether
he's reiched the end,
laugl when he notices
Ott kind of ending he
/produced and

(Qend) (C)

begins talking
(commenting) about the
point that interested
him earlier--why he
writes only when he's
forced to. These
_comments are evoked by
what he wrote.

Add to this the fact that I feel
constrained to put something down on
paper.

I don't want the class listening to
silence--A John jage composition

I feel constraipi(to put something down
./

on/paper. Consequently, the ideas are
not flowing/as they usuallydo. Add to
this (rereading five and six) and one
can easily imagine why this particular
moment is my most anxious as a writer.

Is that a conclusion? (laugh)
That was my topic sentence and here I
am saying it again.

Right now I'm really interested in how I
usually write and how I can get over that
only writing under pressure and only
writing when I have to--for school, for
classes. I really believe that writing
can be enjoyable, writing can be, ah
enlightening, illuminating for the
personsomething 'L Lice to, hope To
foster on the many students that I
should be put in a position to help
write.
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He acknowledges thzr he has
digressed and brings
himself back by
questioning if he ought
to read the paper over
again. This question
seems to serve a planning
function, helping him
determine what he wants to
do next.

(Plq)

Yet he seems
unable to le.ve the
digression and he
continues to comment on
what interests him most-- -
his "normal" composing- -
process, inserting an
assessment which indicates
that he is satisfied with
what he's written.

(c) (A(+)) (C)

He announces his plan to
reread and then does so,
silently.

(P1) (R1-6)

Then an assessment based
on time.

(A)

Now he begins a series of
comments that reveal the
relation he has created
to his teXt.

(C)

68,

Ah, getting a little off the topic. Do

I want to reread this again?

You see, the thing is--'the thing is'---
Oh, God--if this were my composition- -
this is my composition--but I am
satisfied with the way it is--I'd read
it over--in fact, I read over what I
write as I go along to help me with what
I want to write next but I very rarely go
back. In other words if I have an idea
that doesn't quite fit in with what I've
written, I tend to change the new idea to
conform with what .I've already written
rather than go back-and make changes in
what's already down on the paper even if
I feel that the new idea is more what I
want to say.

Ah, bear with me as I read this again
(rereading)

. .

;All, it's not a half an 'lout, It s not

an hour.

At the present th s all that I want to
write about the opic,

and I uld like to go on thinking,aioud
abou the writing process or my writing
3i; cii -dbW1-khiig-11- twav-s-

/the assignment is and I'm not'going to
pttt anything more down on paper.



He exhibits difficulty
exiting from the task.

(C)

He assesses what he's
done negatively. (He

seems to have a notion
concerning the length
the session ought to
be.)

(A(-))

He reports on.his process
for a moment and then
continues to comment
about himself in relation
to the topic.

(tic) (C)

He continues commenting.

(C)

Finally, he finds a way to
exit from the process;
sums up what he's done,
akti-acTrItage-rnra-Iffuy-lye

something he can learn fro,
the process anei leaves with

one final negative
assessment.

(c) (A(-))

6c*

Maybe I should stop here.

I feel like I've failed ---I haven't

filled up one side of the tape.

Turning tne paper looking at it again- -
I don't want to write any more about
this - -this anxious moment. I'm sure
when I turn the tape recorder off and
have a chance to think about what I've
written, I may discover that in fact
this wasn't my most anxious moment and
that some time in the past, some exam,
may have been indeed more anxious than
the present one bdt having written what
I wrote and having reread it,

Ah, I don't immediately see anything
I'd 1;ke to change.

I'a sure I cluld work on this, but why?
This is more or less a spontaneous
composition. No one expects anything
polished and the topic 3 one that
doesn't really mean anything.to me. In

other words, if I went through and made
corrections and tried to express this
more finely, more precisely, more clearly,
I wouldn't do it--I don't have the
motivationonce again its an artificial
exercise.

Now enough of these ramWngs. Be it

ever so humble this is what I've written
and what I thought as I wrote it.
Perhaps-when-I--listen t-o-ehi.4 tap.) again

I'll get a better idea of viaat goes on
when I actually have to sit de,e1 and
write and why I write the way I do. This
is so repetitive -- God- -- huh - -b. :: in:.
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alvst8 of Vern's Composing Process

Xhat can we learn from Vern's composing aloud tape and

h;ts

// written product?' Once we construct a composing style

//sheet, hoT can we use it to make discoveries about what he

does during composing? At the end of Chapter III, I

introduced three ways of analyzing the composing style

sheets: doing simple counts, looking for patterns and

building theories based on what we see. Here I will

provide examples of the kinds of observations I have made

from my analysis of the data on Vern. In the next chapter,

I will present a theoretical perspective from which to view

these observations.

Before proceeding, two points about the data need to

be made:

1. When Vern was directed to "compose aloud," he
took the direction to mean that he should not
think about the topic at all before he sat down to
write. This self-imposed restriction left him no
recourse but to compose spontaneously, or, as he
quotes James Britton, "to shape at the point of
utterance." This strategy, he tells us, is in
sharp contrast to his "normal" process, where be
plans the composition in his head ahead of time
and then writes.

2. Given the imposed topic and the time constraints
(one evening to write), it is likely that what we
have here is Vern's performance on a perfunctory
task. It is possible that on a topic of his own
choice with a longer time span allotted to compos-
ing, he might compose differently. Yet, given the
constraints of the situation, wh; does Vern do?

--Doing, Simple Counts__

The first way to make sense of the charts is to

describe what has occurred throughout the session. This



.
. /

can be do by moving along the timeline and noting the

type and sequence of behaviors. I generally ask myself a

number of questions and then write down my answers for the

first level of description. The'questions I ask include:

1. What is the total amount of time spent in the
session?

2. How many words does the writer produce during
this time?

3. How much time is spent before drafting, on draft-
ing, and after drafting is concluded?

4. In the time prior to drafting, what occurs? Mow
much time is spent on rehearsal? On reading the
topic? On planning?

5. During drafting, does one gentence lead directly
to the next or are there breaks between sen-
tences?

6. What happens after sentences are written? Does
the writer reread frequently?

7. How many pauses occur throughout the process?
How long do they last?

8. How many assessments occur?

9. How many and what kinds of editing changes
occur?

10. At what point does a concern for revision enter
the process? What types of revisions does the
writer make?

11. How is the writing episode concluded?

My answers to these questions based on my analysis

of Vern's written product and his composing style sheet are'

as follows:

1. In total, Vern produces 140 words and si,r_>nds 26
minutes composin; aloud.
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2.. He spends 7 minutes preparing himself to write,
reading the topic, rehearsing, talking about
composing aloud and looking to find a way to
begin.

/

3. He reads the topic 6 times before he begins
writi g his first sentence.

4. He r peats a key word in the topic 5 times
befo e he begins.

5. His main strategy during rehearsal is to ask
him elf questions.

6. On e he finds a direction he is willing to
fo low, he plans briefly, and begins writing his

.fiik.st sentence.

7. Hk spends 11 minutes drafting his essay, pro-
crucing a total of six sentences.

8. In the midst of producing his first sentence, he
assesses his work negatively and makes one
revision.

Sentew.e 1 leads directly to sentence 2, with no
intervening pause. ,

-

. During sentence 2, he digresses to talk about his
life az a writer.

/

11. After the digression in sentenc 2, he rereads
what be has uritten and fini es drafting the
sentence.

12. Upon completing sentence 2, he rereads it,
assesses it positively and moves directly to
sentence 3.

13. During sentence 3, he spends 1 minute checking
.

the spelling of one word.

14. Upon completing sentence 3, he rereads the entire
sentence, then goes back and rereads sentences 1
through 3. After a short pause (12 seconds) he
produces sentence 4.

.____11.e_r_ezeast.s. sentence. 4 4efore he begins drafting
sentence 5.

16. In the midst of sentence 3, he edits for punctu-
ation and then rehearses by asking himself
another question.
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17. He reads sentences 4 again before be finishes
drafting sentence 5.

18. After assessing his work positively, he moves on
to sentence 6. In the midst of sentence 6, he
rereads what he has written of 6, then rereads
seltences 5 and 6 together and then completes 6,
bringing himself to the end of his written text.

19. He assesses, his work 10.times. sour of his
assessments Ire negative; six are somewhat non-
commital, "it's OK."

20. He edits twice: for spelling (in sentence 3),
and for punctuation (in sentence 5); he revises
once: for word choice (in sentence 1).

A

21. He spends 8 minutes "exiting" from the process
by planning to reread, rereading his text,
speculating about ideas that come to him as a
result of witing, assessing his work and decid-
ing to stop.

Looking for Pati.erns

After describing the quantifiable aspects of the

charts, it is possible to look for recurring patterns. It

is important to point out that analyzing one chart on one

writer will not provide us with a Pill understanding of

that writer's composing process. Even a minimal under-

standing can only emerge after studying a number' of charts

based on a number of different writing episodes. However,

analyzing one chart is good practice and will alloy us here

to note the consistencies that occur in Vern's composing

process during one session. In order to do this, I ask

myself three kinds of questions:

1.

---------

That seems to occur consistently in Vern's chart?

2. Based on those observations, how can I charactef-
ize him as a writer?

81
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3. Is there anything unusual in this sesslon that I

should keep in mind as I work with him in other
sessions?

Based on my obse:rvations of Vern's chart, I see the follow-

ing characteristics:

I. He questions himself frequently while Writing,
particularly in the beginning of the process.

2. He comments frequently about the process.

3. He rereads frequently, either after a sentence
is written or while he Is in the midst of compos-
ing.

I am also struck by three event:: as I listen to his compos-

ing aloud tape.

1. Alt ,ugh twice he tells himself, "Jast start--
jus.t write something down," he does not begin
until he finds what seers to him to be the "right"
example.

2. After he has finished drafting, he returns to
discuss the digresslon that emerged du ag the
drafting of sentence 2. This digression i,..rigueA
tim and_hp_sppmc unxillinz to _s_ei it Agi

3. ire exhibits difficulty in exiting from the writing
pr tress, voicing vague dissatisfaction with the
topic and his written response-

Can the.g-e-e4s.e_rvations lead to a characterization: of

- Vern as a writer?' Although l recognize that a fir_m_ under-__
_standing of the way he writes needs to be based on more

than one session, I find that even one session provides

me rith a wealth of information. By repeatedly listening

to his .tape and asking myself, "What does all of this

suggest?" I am led to the following conclusions:

First, Vern appears to be a fluent writer. r:11ile he

has a diffieTrr-t-i-me- 0:ettinLstayted ontA. he does, he

82
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produces 3 sentences in 11 minutes with few pauses betweer,

sentences.

Second, Vern appears to be a careful writer. In

rehearsing approaches to the topic, he is not satisfied

with any example that comet to mind; even on a teacher's

pre - selected topic, he spends time "looking- for an appro-

priate response, for something that "feels" right. He

-knows implicitly when the examples he comes up with are not

"right," and he continues to ask himself, "Why am I anxicus

writing? Right now, why would I be anxious?" seemingly

unable to write until he finds something adequate.

Third, Vern consistently engages in two behavicrs

which seem to serve differc:nt functions: commenting and

rereading. Comments appear to serve inexplariatory pur-

pose, letting his audience know what he is dying and, I

suspect, they occur as a result of the composing aloud

directions. Rereading, on the other hLnd, appears to serve

him: he seems to be assessing what he has already created

to help him decide what he wants to create next.

This, I suspect, is a much more common and integrated

feature of his composing process, one I would look for in

other sessions.

Fourth, one rather interesting incident occurs. In

the midst of composing h,.s second sentence, he write$-,

in order

"Usually when I an forced to write .
rr The words,

" forced to write' seem to jump out at him from the



tie stops drafting and begins to talk about an idea that

intrigues him: he only writes when he is forced to. This

idea never enters his writing. But he returns to it upon

completing his written product and seems unable to put it

aside. The digression appears to be more compelling to him

than his written text, in fact, he is vaguely dis-

satisfied with his text. Such an incident leads-me to

wonder: Does Vern generally avoid "new" ideas that occur

as a result of writin,6^ Does he generally force his ideas

into a preconceived notion of the test he is !n the process

of creating? Does he ever allow ideas that emPrge in the

midst ,of writing to lead him to recast or reshape what has

come before?

These questions emerge as a result of analyzing one

session. They can only be answered by observing what Vern

does in other sessions on other topics. In the course he

was taking, we had such a situation. Vern did produce

other writing., and At the conclusion of the course, 're

asked him to write a paper chPracteriing hie.self as a

writer. What foliows is an excerpt from this paper:.

My revision process, as revealed to me by the tape
recorder, was labored and painful. Normally, I do not
revise what I have written. that I produce is usually
rather coherent and more or less correct as I put it
down. I am so glad to have come to the end of it that
I can't bring myself to change anything. since I know
from past experience that it. win pass muster without
revision. Consequently, when forced to revise, i

make some very minor cosmetic changes, but nothinf;
that soald require re.,ri.ing to any gteat eNtent.
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After reflectin3 on my writing and revision process,
can see that I have a deficiency: I edit for correct-
ness before I commit a sentence to wr2.ting. Although
I have developed strategies for editing that produce
correct and fairly coherent writing, i suffe,- from a
loss of contact with the sense that underlie::: writing.
I apply filters for correctness and logic very early
in the composing process; what I , therefore,
is a rather impersonal and objective prose which has
very little to do with my own experiencing.

Vern learned about his composing process by making

tapes and studying what occurred on them. He saw now

quickly he cut himself off from discovery because he was

able to write "correct" prose that would "pass muster

without revision." He saw that once he had settled on a

direction, he would not change it or recast it to fit a

new, more compelling idea. He saw how constrained his

writing process was and hoJ consistently he cut himself off

In= "the _sense_ _t hal risiarlieting,'

--Th-esea-re 1rat eanemerge----

as a result of this kind of research. In fact, once we

arrive at A series of observations that are indicative oT

regutaritios or habitual patterns associated with compost

ing, it is common for us to want to ask new questions that

do not have strictly empirical answers. We may wc,it to ask

wh/ these recurring patterns seem ei-her to facilitate the

development cf the composin; process or to inhil)it it. We

may want to know more abo the "sense that underlies

writinci." in ot.ler words, we may want to ask the kripis of

questions ttz.t leftd 114: to theory, the subject of the next

chapter.
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Chapter V

BUILDING A THEORY OF THE COMPOSING PROCESS

If theory is removed from contact with empirical.
reality, it rapidly degenerates into sterile
deductive exercises and abstract speculation.
Holist theorizing should always proceed in
intimate contact with particular cases, so that
each theoretical step can be immediately checked
against a range of cases. . . . For some holist
scientists the primary interest is in using
theory to enrich the understanding of the
particular case, while for others the case is
primarily an instrument for the development of
theory, but both interests are always present.

P. Diesing
Patterns of Discoverzin
the Social Sciences

After making detailed observations like those des-

e r-i maattali bzotakier_sweaSsicanl

thereis res-ea:rc n does t- t us

about the compoaing process?

Firm answers to these questions will only develop

through many people's efforts study the process and

describe what they see. In this final chapter I would like

to indicate somc possible directions for such work and

speculate about the nature of the findings to date. 1

One of the most interesting obviervations to emerge

through research employing methods like the one described

here is the recognition that certain patterns recur

ow AN. Am.

`Much of this chapter originally appeared as a journal
article entitled, "Understanding Composing," Coll.egt
ComEasition and Communication, December 1980, 363-359.
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throughout an individual's composing process. This ob-
.

servation has led a growing number of researchers to

hailenge the notion that writing follows the strictly

linear sequence of planning, writing arid revising. Based

on the findings from their studies, researchers have

proposed an alternative model: writing is a recursive

process, and throughout its course :ricers return to

substrands or subroutines which serve to keep the process

moving forward.

Like any new idea, writing as a recursive process

raises many new questions. For example, recursiveness in

writing implies that there is a forward moving action that

exists by, virtue of a backward moving action. But why? To

what do writers move back? What exactly is being repeated?

Mrtrt--recur-1 f ul 4SZ

such questions, what are fhe iailfaic-4t176h-s foir-prelmgo-gy?

Have we moved closer to grasping some fundamental process

in writing? And it so, can aspects of it be taught?

To answer these questions, we can begin the tapes

and style sheets available to us. The descriptions that

follow are based on my own observations of the composing

processes of many types of writers iacluding college

students, graduate studeats and Eng:i$h teactivrs like

Vern.

'griting does ar,pear t') be lecursivel ye: the !..1.7t:: thak

recur may vary from writer to writer or fror: teir to

topic. Fnrtherm.)ro, FOMO recnrsivc element.; ;11.0 to



spat while others are not. Among th,l, regularities 1

noted thus far are those:

1. The most visible recurring feature or backward

movecent involves rereading little bits of discourse. Fe-
7

wrtrers I have seen write for long periods of time without

returning briefly to what is already down on the page.

For some writers, rereading occurs after every fear

phrases; for others, like Vern, after every sentence; more

frequently, it occurs after a "chunk" of information

has been written. Thus the unit that is reread is not

nerlssarily a syntactic one, but rather a semantic one as

defined by the writer.

Consequently, the most visible backward movement is

to the words on the pane. After a few words, phrases, or

dorm rwthe- page, w-ritens--r-e-turn -to ratea6-

them.

2. The second recurring feature is some key word or

item called up b!, the topic. Writers consistently return

to their notion of the topic throughout the'lirocess of

writing. Particularly when they are stuck, writers seem to

line the topic or a key word in it as a way to get going

again. Thus many timas on the charts, it is possible to

see writers "going bzIck," rereading the topic ttmv Lere

given, chan:;in3 it to suit what they hAve been writing or

changing what they ha' written to suit thei,. notion of the

topic.
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Thus the second backward movement is to the tooic.

3. There is also a third backward movement in 'grit-

ing, one that is not so easy to document. Many writers

seem to move back or refer repeatedly to something that

does not appear to observers or even to the writers them-

selves as anything definite or clear. They seem to ok

within themselves, to go back to some inner datum o which

they have Aeeess but which, precisely bocaus it has n

the momen//t'heyyet been written, does not have words a

refer to it.

Whf.le it may at first app difficult to speak or

write clearly about such n undefinable matter, it is

possible. Eugene Gen n, a philosopher at the University

of Chicago, has /4W/eloped a method for studying and re-

ferring to the not-yet-defined aspects of experience that

come into play in creat4ve processes. Gendlin has written

extensively about the fact that in addition to our ideas,

thoughts, assor.latiocs, moods, and readily identifiable

feelings, there is also a sense that surrounds any ex-

perience. % This sense can be felt direcl.ly and bonily,

althaugh it may nut be readily reduceable to any terms or

symhols that co:if, immtAiatelv to mind.

It is to just such a sense of what they want to

say th:t writers seer) repeatedly to refer. I-) (Jandlin's

words, this felt sen- is:

the soft underor117 of thotiOt . . . a kin0 of bodi'.y
awarenes6 that . . can /be used as a tool . . a
bodily awarenr:! tha.r . encompasiies evorytliin_; you
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feel and know about a given subject It a given time.
/:
/

. . It is felt in the body, yet it has meanings. It
is body and mind before they are split apart.

This felt sense is what is always there, within us.

It is unifying, and yet, when we bring words to it, it can ,

brea'a apart., shift, unravel and become something else.

Gendlin has spent many years showing people bow to work

with their capacity to sense in this way. Here I am making

connections between his descriptions of inner process and

what I have seen happen as people write.

When writers are given a topic, the topic calls forth

images, words, and ideas, but also vague or fuzzy feelings

that are anchored in the writer's body. 'What is elicited,

then, is not solely the product of a mind but of a mind

alive i3 a living, sensing body.

When writers pause, when they go back and repeat key____

words, what they seem to be doing is waiting, paying_

attention to what is still vague and unclear. They are

looking to thr ;elt experience, and waiting for an image,

a word or a ph.ase to emerge that captures the sense they

embody.

Usually, when they make the decision to write, it is

after they have a dawning awareness that something has

clicked, that they have enough oE a sense that if the

begin with a few words heading in a certain direction,

words will continue to come which will allow the to flesh

out this sense further.

20
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The process of using what is sensed directly about a

topic is a natural one. ..any writers do it without any

conscious awareness that that is what they are doing
/ -.

yet. example, it can be seen in Vern's continued repet ion

of the words "an-"ous moments"; here he is using ti words

to allow his sense to deepen, continuing to a himself,

"Why would I be anxious writing?" and wait g until soar

thing in those %%ords evokes enough of a ease in him that

he feels ready to write. In the s ssion cited ere, he

knows he has something after sev n minutes; a question

is, what tells him? What prov des him with his knowledge?

Vern actually comes u with many po sible answers, yet

he discards them. WAa tells him th "this moment" is the

one he should des9rfbe and that the others aren't right?

He didn't calzulate or ded ce the answer. Rather, he

asked himself the questio openly and waited; finally when

an idea came that matched the experience he was looking

for, he was able to write. In the approach I nn present-

ing, the recognition of what one needs to do or where

one needs to go in writing first occurs as a sense one can

feel. This is the internal criterion writers seem to

use to guide them when they are rehearsing, drafting and

revising.

The recursive novo, thPn, that is hardest to document

but is probably th rost Important to be aware of is the

move to fel-. senle, to %%Ia is not yet in words bur nut of

which words', ir,aces and oonocpts erir;,:-..
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Is There a easit, Composing Process?

The continuing presence of this felt sense, waiting

for us to discover it and see where it leads, raises a

number of questions.

Is "felt sense" another term for what professional
writers call their "inner voice" or their feeling
of "inspiration"?

Do skilled writers call on their capacity to sense
more readily than unskilled writers?

Rather than merely reducing the complex act of
writing to neat formulation, can the term "felt
sense" point us to an area of our experience from
which we can evolve even richer and more accurate
descriptions of composing?

Can learning to develop this capacity to sense
enhance our creativity and reler..;o LA from stulti-
fyingly repetitive patterns?

My-study of these issues leads, me-toa.nswer--"yesnto-

all four questions. There seems/to be a basic step in the

process of composing that ski led writers rely on even when

they are unaware of it and that less skilled writers caa be

taught. This process seems to rely on very careful atten-

tion to one's inner reflections and is often accompanied

with bodily sensations.

When it is working, this process allows us to say or

write what we've never said before, to create something new

and fresh, and occasionally it provides us with the experi-

ence of "newness" or "freshness," even when "old words" or

images are used.

The basic process bo;ins with paying attention. If V.A

are given a topic, it begins vith taking the topic in and
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attending to what it evokes in us. There is less "figuring

out" an answer and more "waiting" to see what forms. Even

without a predetermined topic, the process remains the -

same. We can ask ourselves, "What's on my mind?" or "Of

all the things I know about, what would I most like to

write about now?" and wait to see what comes. That we pay

attention to is the part of our bodies where we experience

ourselves directly. For many people, it's the area of
/

/

their stomachs; for others, there is a more generalized,/

response and they mai6tain a hovering attention to what

they experience thr,dUghout their bodies.

Once a felt sense forms, we match words to it. As we

begin to describe it, we get to see what is there for us.
_

* We get to see what ve think, what we know. If we are

writing about something that truly interests us, the
0

sense deepens. We know that we are writing out of a

"centered" place.

If the process is working, we begin to move along,

sometimes quickly. Other times, we need to return to the

beginning, to reread, to see if we captured what we meant

to say. After rereading we might move on again, pick-

ing up speed. Perhaps, I, rereading, we realize we've

vine of the track, that what we've written doesn't quite

"say IL," and WP noed to reassess. Maybe the words are

urong and 7:: need to change thsm. At times we may refer

hack to the topic, to call up the sense it initially
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evoked to see where and how our words led us astray. In

rereading we might even discover that the topic is "wrong,"

that the dii'ection we discovered in writing is where we

really want to go.

It is important here to clarify that the terms "right"

and "wrong" are not necessarily meant to refer to gramma-

tical structures or to correctness. nut is "right" or

"wrong" corresponds to our sense of our- intention. We

intend to write something, words come, and now we assess
.

whether those words adequately capture our intended mean-

ing. Thus, the first question we ask ourselves is "Are

these words right for me?" "Do they capture what Pm

trying to say?" "If not, what's missing?"

Once we ask "what's missing?" we need once again to

wait, to let a sense of what is missing form, and then

to write out of that sense.

I have labeled this process of attending, of calling

up a felt sense, and of writing out of that place, the

process of retrospective structuring. It is retrospective

in that it begins with what is already there, inchoately,

and brings whatever is there forward by using language in

structured form.

It seems as though a felt sense has within it many

possible structures or forms. As we shape that we intend

to say, we are further -"ructuring our sense while corres-

pondingly shaping our piece of writing.
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It is also important to note that what is there

implicitly, without words, is not equi-ialent to what

finally emerges. In the process of writing, we begin with

what is inchoate and end with something that is tangible.

In order to do so, we both discover and construct what we

mean. Yet the term "discovery" ought not lead us to think

that meaning exists fully formed inside of us and that all

we need do is dig deep enough to release it. In writing,

meaning cannot be discovered the way we discover an object

on an archeological dig. In writing, ineaning is construc-

ted. It involves us in at process of coming-into-being.

Once Ye have worked at shaping, through language, what is

there inchoately, we can lo(s% at what we have written to

see if it adequately captures what we intended. aftenat

this moment discovery occurs. We see sxnething new in our

writing that comes upon us.as a surprise. We see in our

words a further structuring of the sense we began with and

we recognize that in those Nerds we have discovered some-

thing new about ourselves and our topic. Thus when we are

successful at this process, we end up with a product that

teaches us something, that clarifies what wek know (or what

we knew at one point only implicitly), and that lifts out

or explicates or Pnlarges our experience. This is the way

writing leads to discovery.

All the writers I have eV:served, skilled and unskilled

alike, appear to enrage- in the process I call retrospetive
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structuring. Yet the degree to which they do so varies and

seems, in fact, to depend upon the moael of the writing

process that they have internalized. Those who realize

that writing can be a recursive process have an easier

time with waiting, looking, and discovering. Those who

subscribe to the linear model find themselves easily

frustrated when what they write does not immediately

correspond to what they planned or when what they produce

leaves them with little sense of accomplishment. Since

they have relied on a formulaic approach, they often

produce writing that is formulaic as well, thereby cutting

themselves off from the possibility of discovering some-

thing new.

It is in this context that we can appreciate Vern's

insight concerning his writing process: he quickly cuts

himself off from the "sense that underlies writing." In

the session described in Chapter IV, Vern enters the

writing process openly, in a frame cf mind in which he

"waits" to see what will come. However, once he =decides on

a direction, he becomes locked into it. He does,not allow

a compelling idea (which emerges during the drafting of

sentence 2) to enter his writing nor does ho revise his

original plan in light of this new idea. Although he knows

to recite the principle that writing can be a process of

discovery, in practice he does not allow such discoveries to
.

inform his work. Near the end of the composing tape, we
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see evidence of his dissatisfaction with the process both

in his negative assessments and in his uneasiness about

ending. It is possible to view this dissatisfaction not

so much as a result of his not producing "correct and

coherent" prose (for clearly he does that) but more as a

result of his feeling little sense of accomplishment with

the formulaic piece of writing he has produced.

Such a result seems linked to another feature of the

composing process, to what I call projective structuring,

or the ability to craft what one intends to say so that it

is intelligible to others.

A number of concerns arise in regard to projective

structuring; I will mention only a few that have been

raised for me as I have watched different writers at

work.

I. Although projective structuring is only one

important part of the composing process, many writers act

as if it were the whole process. These writers focus on

what they think others want them to write rather than

looking to see what it is they want to write. Like Vern,

they often ignore their felt sense and the ideas that

emerge from it, and as a result they do not establish a

living connection between themselves and their topic.

2. Many writers reduce projective structuring to a

series of rules or criteria for evaluating finished dis-

course. These writers ask, "Is what I'm writing correct?"
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and "Does it conform to the rules I've been taught?" While

these concerns are important, they often overshadow all

others and lock the writer in the position of writing

solely or primarily for the approval of readers.

Projective structuring, as I see it, involves much

more than polishing one's writing for a strict audience and

maintaining a narrow focus on correctness. It is true that

to handle this part of the process well, writers need to

know certain grammatical rules and evaluative criteria, but

they also need to know how to call up a sense of their

reader's needs and expectations.

For projective structuring to function fully, writers

need to draw on their capacity to move away from their own

words, to decenter from the page, and to project themselves

into the role of the readers. In other words, projective

structuring asks writers to attempt to become readers and

to imagine what someone other than themselves will need

before the writer's particular piece of writing can become

intelligible and compelling. To do so, writers' must have

the experience of being readers. They cannot call up a

sense of a reader unless they themselves have exper-

ienced what it means to be lost in a piece of writing

or to be excited by it. When writers do not have su-:h

experiences, it is easy for them to accept that readers

merely require correctness.
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In the theory I am proposing, retrospective and

projective structuring refer to two parts of a basic

composinz process. Together they form the alternating

mental postures writers seem to assume as they move through

the act of composing. "Ine former relies on the ability

to go inside, to attend to what is there, from that attend-

ing to place words upon a page, and then to assess if

those words adequately capture ones meaning. The latter

relies on the ability to assess how the words on that page

will affect someone other than the writer, the reader. It

appears that we rarely do one without the other entering

in; in fact, again in these postures we can see the shutt-

ling back-and-forth movements of the composing process, the

move from sense to words and from words to sense, from

inner experience to outer judgment and from judgment back

to experience.

These notions have rich implications for tea:Aing.

They suggest that we can work not only with what writers

say or write but also with the specific things ifley do when

writing. The direction is toward a pedagogy that takes the

writer's experiencing into account, a direction I have

begun to explore elsewhere (Perl and Egendorf, 1979) and

that parallels recent work by others in the field (Emig,

1981; Moffett, 1981; Murray, 1980).

The point, however, is not simply to present two new

theoretical constructs. Mile these notions have helped



me refine my understanding and teaching of writing, in-

volvement in research has taught me that there are many

other ways to formulate what writers do. What is impor-

tant here is the demonstration that careful scrutiny of

writers at work can lead us to generate useful theoretical

constructs. Often in research the tendency is to test

hypotheses suggested by a favorite theory. 1a contrast,

the approach outlined here provides a way to place the

writers' experiences first and to generate theory from

"intimate contact with particular cases." This allows the

teacher or researcher to approach the data as openly as

possible, waiting to see what direJtions or patterns they

suggest. By proceeding in this way, we remain involved in

a creative process ourselves, discovering what writers do.

We also conduct our research on the model of our best

teaching in which writers remain the central focus.
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